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ABSTRACT

The characteristic trait of the Borna disease vints is that it is a complicated single negative stranded

RNA virus that is capable of infecting a wide array of mammalian species including human beings.

It has been implicated in a diverse variety of human neuropsychiatric diseases. The infection

capability, mechanism of infection and range ofprotein action of this virus remain to be identified.

The. purpose of the present study was to determine (1) whether the previous Bornaviridae family

classification is indeed accurate as the action of BDV indicates that it is related to other viruses and

(2) to estimate the number of synonymous (nucleotide substitution) and non-synonymous (amino

acid change) evolutionary mutation rates of proteins (nucleoprotein, phosphoprotein, glycoprotein,

matrix protein) exhibited by various Borna disease vints host species and the proteins

(nucleoprotein, phosphoprotein, glycoprotein, matrix and X protein) of three Borna disease virus

strains. The latter study would give an indication as to which proteins are subjected to positive

selection.

Phylogenetic methods were used to determine the accuracy of the Bornaviridae classification.

Phylogenetic trees obtained through an alignment and analysis of the polymerase protein, which

displays a uniquely conserved GDN motif, of various RNA negative single stranded viruses using

neighbourhood and parsimony methods enabled comparison with other RNA virus families..

A method adapted from Ina, (1995) for estimating the synonymous and non-synonymous

evolutionary mutation rate was applied to various BDV proteins in order to provide more

information on inter (host virus) and intra (virus) mutation rate. This information in turn was used

to create an evolutionary model to clarify the positive and neutral evolutionary trend of the inter

and intra-virus proteins examined, which may help clarify and enhance the lack of current

knowledge relating to species infection and the epidemiological nature of the virus.

The results obtained by the polymerase alignment analysis indicates the presence of two newly

discovered BDV motifs, v and vi, confmned by three diverse alignment programmes. An analysis

of the alignment of BDV proteins indicated that the BDV nucleoprotein nuclear localization signal

aligns the BDV nucleoprotein between motifs IV and vi of the BDV polymerase.

The results obtained by the phylogenetic analysis indicate that the Rabies virus and the Vesicular

stomatitis virus are the most closely related animal viruses to BDV, whereas the Rice transitory

yellowing (unclassified Rhabdovirus) and Sonchus yellow net plant virus are closet to BDV than

xii



other animal Rhabdoviridae raising intriguing questions on the evolutionary origins of the Borna

disease vims. The phylogenetic analysis indicates that the Borna disease vims does not fall into a

separate Bornaviridae family classification, and suggests that BOV may be more appropriately

placed into a separate subfamily in the family Rhabdoviridae.

The results of the evolutionary analysis indicate considerable diversity between BOV host virus

(inter-species) and BOV virus (intra-species) protein sequences. In the host virus sequence

comparison analysis all of the proteins examined displayed a high pattern of non random evolution,

which is in contrast to the intra species comparison in which only three proteins; the BOV

glycoprotein, nucleoprotein and X protein; displayed a non random pattern of evolution. The

positive selection effect displayed by the inter-species (host) proteins may be attributed to antigenic

variation displayed by the inter-species sequences and a super infection hypothesis, which indicates

that positive selection on host variants could arise during the course of an infection as a result of

specific immune responses.

The positive and neutral selection trend of the proteins displayed by the intra-species (virus)

sequences may be a result of a pattern of nucleotide substitution that is physio-chemically

conservative. Conservation may be evident in volume, polarity, hydrophilicity, or molecular weight

of amino acids of the proteins.
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

The Borna Disease Virus: A Negative Single Stranded RNA virus

1.1 INTRODUCTION

RNA viruses are a diverse group that infect prokaryotes as well as many eukaryotes, both plants

and animals. The large group of RNA viruses includes highly prevalent human pathogens, such as

Respiratory Syncytial virns (RSV), Parainfluenza viruses and influenza viruses, and two of the

most deadly human pathogens (Ebola and Marburg viruses), as well as viruses with a major

economic impact on the poultry and cattle industries, such as Newcastle disease virus (NDV) and

. Rinderpest vinls (RPV).

1.2 CLASSIFICATION OF RNA VIRUSES

In general, most RNA viruses have single-stranded RNA as their genetic material, with the

exception of one family the Reoviridea (Wickner, 1993), which has double stranded RNA. The

study ofRNA viruses has been hampered by the extreme virulence ofmany isolates, the difficulties

inherent in direct sequencing of RNA, and the failure of most RNA viruses to undergo ready

recombination. The advent of complementary DNA (cDNA) cloning and sequencing of RNA viral

genomes as plasmid copies has solved many of the problems and has increased the potential for

learning about RNA viruses. The recent development of cDNA clones from which infectious

viruses can be recovered has made it possible to engineer specific mutations at will at the DNA

level and rescue RNA viruses containing these changes and to make recombinant viruses; which

has ushered in a whole new era of RNA virology.

RNA viruses have traditionally been divided into three main groups: the positive stranded viruses;

the negative-stranded viruses, and the double stranded RNA viruses. These major groups have, in

turn, been subdivided into virus families on the basis of virus structure, hosts and epidemiology.

The determination of the nucleotide sequences of many viruses has resulted in detailed comparison
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of viruses in terms of both sequence similarities and overall genome organisation and has revealed

a number of striking homologies among disparate groups (Goldbach, 1987; Strauss and Strauss,

1983). These comparisons have facilitated compilation of the latest grouping of RNA viruses into a

number of superfamilies, which differentiate the RNA viruses into negative single stranded, double

strand and positive strand RNA viruses (fable 1.1).

Table 1.1 The current classification of RNA viruses.

SUPERFAMILIES

Positive single stranded RNA viroses

Negative single stranded RNA viruses

Double stranded RNA viruses

These three superfamilies show different replication strategies:

NUMBER
of

FAMLIES

35

8

6

Positive stranded RNA viruses:

1. Translation of virion RNA as mRNA

2. Synthesis of (-) sense RNA on the (+) sense template by RNA dependent RNA

polymerase (RDRP) which results in the formation of the replicative complex,

(RC).

3. Synthesis of (+) sense RNA, mRNA and (-) sense RNA

4. Translation of (+) sense RNA and mRNA synthesis of structural protein,

which biases the replicative complex to produce (+) sense RNA

5. Assembly of structural protein and (+) sense RNA and maturation ofvirions.
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Negative single stranded RNA viruses:

1. Primary transcription of virion (-) sense RNA by RDRP in the virion core in

the cytoplasm. Production of mainly mRNA and (+) sense RN~ formation

of the replicative complex (RC).

2. Translation of the mRNAs; accumulation ofproducts.

3. Virion proteins interact with RC and bias it towards production offull-Iength

(+) sense RNA and therefore of genomic (-) sense RNA

5. Secondary transcription from progeny H sense RNA, translation and

accumulation ofstructural proteins.

4. Nucleocapsid assembly and maturation; budding ofnucleocapsid through the

host membrane which contains viral envelope proteins.

Double stranded RNA viruses:

1. Primary transcription in the virion core in the cytoplasm by viral RDRP, and

export of(+) sense RNA to the cytoplasm.

2. Translation of (+) sense RNA, accumulation of viral proteins.

3. Assembly of(+) sense RNA and viral proteins into immature virions.

4. Transcription of(+) sense RNA into double stranded (ds) RNA in virions by

viral RDRP.

5. Secondary transcription ofdouble stranded RNA

6. Final assembly and maturation ofvirions.

1.3 TAXONOMY OF THE NEGATIVE SINGLE STRANDED RNA VIRUSES

The International Committee on Virus Taxonomy (lCVT) has differentiated the genomes of RNA

negative single stranded viruses into monopartite genome viruses, bipartite genome arenaviroses.

tripartite genome bunyaviroses, the multipartite genome orthomyxoviroses and tenuiviruses. and

the helper dependent defective hepatitis delta virus (pringle and Easton, 1997). The known viruses

with monopartite (single stranded) negative-sense RNA genomes are further classified into four

families, namely, Bomaviridae, Fi/oviridae. Paramyxoviridae and Rhabdoviridae. These families

einbrace viruses of diverse biological characteristics, which share certain features of genome

organization. In recognition of the common features of genome organization, the four families were

grouped together as the order Mononegavirales (Pringle, 1991, 1997; Schneemann et al., 1995),

which was the first taxon above the family level to he recognized in virus taxonomy (Murphy et aI.,
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1995). The taxonomy of the monopartite, bipartite and multipartite negative single stranded RNA

viruses is summarized in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2 Negative Single Stranded RNA viruses of the order Mononegavirales.

Order
Family

Subfamily Genus Species Host

MononcgaviraIes
Bornaviridae Bomavirus Boma disease virus Vertebrates

Bomavirus

Filoviridae Ebola like viruses Ebola virus Vertebrates
Marburg like Marburg virus Vertebrates
viruses

Paramyxoviridae
Paramyxovirinae Human parainfluenza virus 1 Vertebrates

Respirovirus Measles virus Vertebrates
Morbillivirus Mumps virus Vertebrates

Pneumovirinae Rubulavirus Human respiratory syncytial virus Vertebrates
Pneumovirus Turkey rhinotracheitis virus Vertebrates
Metapneumovirus

Rhabdoviridae Vesicular stomatitis Indiana virus Vertebrates
Vesiculovirus Rabies Virus Vertebrates
Lyssavirus Bovine ephemeral fever virus Vertebrates
Ephemerovirus Infectious haematopoietic necrosis Vertebrates
Novirhabdovirus Lettuce necrotic yellow dwarf virus Plants
Cytorhabdovirus Potato Yellow dwarf virus Plants
Nucleorhabdovirus Sonchus YeHow net virus Plants

Unclassified Viral haemorrhagic septicaemia Vertebrates
Rice transitory yellowing virus Vertebrates

Orthomyxoviridae InfluenzavirusA Influenza A virus Vertebrates
InfluenzavirusB Influenza B virus Vertebrates
Influenzavirus C Influenza C virus Vertebrates
Thogotovirus Thogoto virus Vertebrates

Bllrryaviridae Bunyavirus Bunyamwera virus Vertebrates
Hantavirus Hantaan virus Vertebrates
Nairovirus Nairobi Sheep disease virus Vertebrates
Phlebovirus Sandfly fever Sicilian virus Vertebrates

Rift valley fever virus Vertebrates
Uukuniemi virus Vertebrates
Toscana virus Vertebrates

Tospovirus Tomato spotted wilt virus Plants
Tenuivirus Rice stripe virus Plants

Rice grassy stunt virus Plants
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Arenaviridae

Opiovirus

Arenavirus
Deltavirus

Citrus psorosis virus

Lymphocytic choriomeningitis
Hepatitis delta virus

Plants

Vertebrates
Vertebrates

The Borna Disease vinlS (BDV) therefore has been classified as part of the negative single

stranded RNA viruses of the order Mononegavirales.

1.3.1 Features of the genomes of the order Mononegavirales.

The features which characterize the four families of the order Mononegavirales can be summarized

as follows:

A linear monopartite fonn of the genome, similar gene order, complementarity of the 3' and 5'

tennini, a presumptive single 3' - teoninal promoter, transcription by sequential interrupted

synthesis, replication by synthesis of a complete positive-sense transcript, the virion associated

RNA dependent RNA polymerase and maturation by budding.

Features which distinguish the four families are genome size, nucleocapsid structure, celluiar site

of genome replication and transcription, extent of mRNA processing, virion morphology, host

range and several biological properties including tissue specificity and pathogenic potential. Table

1.3 provides a summary of the distinguishing features ofthe Mononegavirales.
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Table 1.3 Distinguishing features of the order Mononegevirales.

Families

Features
Bornaviridae FiIoviridae Paramyxoviridae Rhabdoviridae

Absolute 8.9kb 19.1 kb 15.1-15.9 kb 11-15 kb
genome size

Virion 90 nm diameter Filamentous Pleomorphic Bullet-shaped!
Morphology spherical particle Bacilliform

Site of Nucleus Cytoplasm Cytoplasm Nucleus/Cytoplasm
Replication

Mode of Complex with Polar with non- Polar with non- Polar with non-
transcription mRNA splicing overlapping overlapping signals overlapping signals

and overlapping signals (except RSV) and stepwise
start/stop signals and stepwise attenuation

attenuation

Host range Vertebrates Primates Vertebrates Plants, invertebrates
and vertebrates

Pathogenic Immwle Haemorrhagic Mainly respiratory Mild febrile to fatal
potential mediated fever disease neurological disease

neurological
disease

The families Bomaviridae and Filoviridae are each represented by a single genus, namely,

Bornavirus and Filovirus respectively. The genus BornavinLS is defined by a single species,

whereas the genus Filovirus consists of four species, which have been defined in terms of

nucleotide sequence and antigenic divergence and a differential manner of expressing the

attachment protein (G). The Rhabdoviridae comprises five genera, differentiated on the basis of

host range, presence of supplementary genes and the intracellular site of virus replication. The

family Paramyxoviridae is divided into two subfamilies, the Paramyxovirinae with three genera of

viruses indicating a greater degree of homology to each other than to the viruses included in the

other subfamily, the Pneumovirinae (pringle, 1997).
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1.4 BORNA DISEASE VIRUS

1.4.1 Pathogenesis

Borna disease in infected horses and sheep is characterized by agitated aggressive behaviour that

progresses over weeks to paralysis and inanition (Hatalski et al., 1997). Rats infected as adults

exhibit hyperactivity and exaggerated startle responses coincident with viral gene products in

limbic system neurons and infiltration of mononuclear cells into the brain (Narayan et al., 1983;

Carbone et al., 1987). The inflammation recedes over several weeks, but the virus persists and

animals show stereotyped motor behaviour, dyskenesias and dystomas associated with distinct

changes in the central nervous dopamine system (Solbrig et al., 1996a; Solbrig et al., 1996b), as

well as decreased activity and cachexia (Narayan et al., 1983). In contrast, rats infected as neonates

have a disease characterized by stwlted growth, hyperactivity, subtle learning preferences and

altered taste preferences and do not mount a cellular immune response to the virus (Dittrich et 01.,

1989; Carbone et al., 1991). Behavioural disturbances have been reported in primates, tree shrews

and rhesus monkeys. Infected tree shrews have altered social and asexual behaviour, manifested as

abnormal dominance relationships and failure to mate (Hatalski et al., 1997). Infected rhesus

monkeys are initially hyperactive and subsequently become apathetic and hypokinetic (Hatalski et

aI., 1997).

1.4.2 BDV infection

Extensive epizootiologic studies have shown that Borna disease (BD) is rare but occurs all over

Germany, extending beyond the classic disease-endemic regions (Herzog et al., 1997).

Furthermore, BDV-specific antibodies were detected in horses in several European countries, Israel

(Herzog et al., 1997; Richt et al., 1994), Japan (Nakamura et al., 1995), Iran (Balmlani et al., 1996)

and the United Sates (Kao et al., 1993). In addition to its predominant natural host, the horse, other

equidae, sheep, cattle, rabbits, goats, deer, alpaca, llamas, cat and pigmy hippopotamus, sloth,

monkeys and ostriches have become naturally infected with BDV (Richt et al., 1992; Rott and

Becht, 1995; Becht and Richt, 1996; Schuppel et al., 1995). In sheep flocks, clinical BD can affect

large numbers of animals, however, in horse stables, usually only a few animals show clinical

signs. It is assumed that the virus is transmitted through salival, nasal or conjunctival secretions, as

BDV-specific RNA has been found in these secretions (Becht and Richt, 1996; Herzog et al., 1997;

Richt et al., 1994; Richt et aI., 1993). Animals become infected by direct contact with these

secretions or by exposure to contaminated food or water. A minimum incubation period of 4 weeks
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is estimated for horses and sheep with non-specific signs such as hypothermia, anorexia, colic and

constipation in the initial phase of the disease. During the acute phase of the disease, neurological

signs such as ataxia, depression, circular movement, standing in awk,vard positions, collapsing,

running into obstacles and paralysis result from nonpurulent meningoencephalomyelitis.

In felines BDV has been linked with staggering disease, (Lundgren et al., 1995). However, the

clinical signs of BDV in cats differ quite significantly from the symptoms of animals infected with

a classic BDV strain (Weissenboeck et al., 1998) suggesting that although the cats were positive

for BDV RNA, either a different virus strain is causing the disease or the virus has mutated to such

an extent that it is targeting different areas of the brain. Supporting the latter hypothesis is evidence

that of several newborn rats inoculated intracerebrally with the cat BDV RNA strain only in one rat

did the virus propagate. Several other rats displayed cytopathic changes of neurons, astrocytis and

in seven cases degeneration of the hippocamapal denate gyrus, typical of BDV infection (Ludwig

et 01., 1989). However, no external signs of infection were present, which is the major

characteristic of cat BDV infection. When infested with various BDV variants, Lewis rats exhibit

clinical manifestations such as behavioural disorders, paralytic disease or obesity in addition to

fertility disease (Richt et 01., 1994; Rott and Becht, 1995), which indicates that BDV can form

virus variants with different biological properties.

1.4.3 BDV and human infection

BDV's broad host and geographic range and its association with behavioural abnormalities in many

species such as rhesus macaques (Stitz et al., 1980), tree shrews-Tupala glis (Sprankel et al., 1978)

and rats (Narayan et al., 1983; Richt et al., 1992) suggest that BDV may be involved in human

neuropsychiatric illnesses. As the behavioural disturbances in animals resemble those of affective

disorders, particularly bipolar depression and schizophrenia, initial studies in the early 1980s

investigated these disorders.

1.4.4 Serology of human BDV infection

The earliest work to suggest a link between BDV and human mental illness came from a serologic

survey in 1985 of285 patients with affective disorders in the Unites States, 694 psychiatric patients

in Germany and 200 healthy controls (Rott et al., 1985). An indirect immunofluorescence assay

(IFA) was used to detect antibodies reactivity \vith a BDV infected cell line. Sera from many of

these patients were subsequently analysed by a Western immunoblot (WB) assay based on BDV
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nucleoprotein (N) and phosphoprotein (P) purified by affinity chromatography from infected rabbit

kidney cells. In this study of 138 patients with affective disorders and 117 healthy controls,

antibodies to the N protein were found in 53 (38%) patients versus 19 (16%) controls; antibodies to

the P protein were found in 16 (12%) patients versus five (4%) controls; antibodies to both proteins

were found in nine (6.5%) patients versus one «1%) control. Further studies (fable 1.4) have

indicated a high number of clinically inconspicuous BDV seropositive persons in a BD endemic

area, (Richt et al., 1997). Therefore, as is the case in horses, unapparent BDV infections may be

very common in humans.

Table 1.4 Prevalence of BDV in Humans (Modified from Gonzalez-Dunia et aI., 1997b).

Subject Test Geographic Subject Specifications Subject Percentage References
Group Area No. of Positives

Mental IF USA - Major depressive 265 4.5% Amsterdam et al.,1985
disorders disorder

- Healthy volunteers 105 0% Rott et al., 1985

IF Germany - Inpatients with various 694 0.6% Rott et al., 1985
Psychiatric disorders
- Healthy disorders 95 OO!O

IF Southern - Inpatients with various 1003 6.8% Bechter et al.•
Germany Psychiatric disorders 1987,1994

- Surgical patients 133 3.5%

USA - Major depression 642 2.0%
IF USA,Germany - Vo1unteers,blood donors 540 2.00/0 Bode et al., 1988

HIV negative patients

USA, Southern - Psychiatric and 5000 4-7%
IF Germany, Japan neurological patients Rott etal., 1991

- Control Patients 1000 1%

IF Southern Psychiatric inpatients 2377 5.9% Bechter et al., 1992
Germany - Surgery Patients 569 3.5%

IFIIP USA -Major depression (uni 550 2.2% Bode et al., 1992
and bipolar); surgery 365 2.2%

patients

IF Germany -Acute psychiatric 71 19.7% Bode et al., 1993
inpatients

WE USA -Major depression (uni and 138 6.5% Fu et al., 1993
bipolar) 117 0.85%

-Healthy controls
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Subject Test Geographic Subject Specifications Subject Percentage References
Group Area No. of Positives

WB USA - Schizophrenic outpatients 90 14.4% Waltrip et al., 1995
- Normal control subjects 20 00/0

WB Japan - Psychiatric patients 60 30% Kishi et al., 1995

WE Germany - Patients with various 416 9.6% Sauder et al., 1996
Psychiatric disorders

- Surgery patients 203 1.4%

Nested Germany -Acute and chronic i.p. 6 66% Bode et al., 1995
RI-PeR - Healthy blood donors 10 00/0

Nested Japan - Psychiatric inpatients 60 37% Kishi et al., 1995
RT-PeR - Healthy blood donors 172 4.6%

Igata-Yi et al., 1996
Nested Japan - Psychiatric inpatients 55 10.9%

RI-PeR - Healthy blood donors 35 00/0

Nested Germany - Psychiatric inpatients 26 50% Sauder et al., 1996
RT-PeR - Healthy Volunteers 23 00/0

mv IF Gennany - HlV infected individuals 460 7.8% Bode et aI., 1988
infection - HIV antibody negatives 125 1.6%

- HIV negative drug abusers 106 3.8%

IFIIP Europe -Asymptomatic HlV 1024 7.1% Bode et al., 1992
infection

-HIV infection 244 13.9%
-HlV negative blood donors 118 2.5%

ELISA Thailand -Asymptomatic HlV 60 15% Au~tetal.. 1996
patients

-Patients with AIDS 67 17.9%
-HlV negative blood donors 103 1.9%

Chronic WB Japan Symptomatic Patients 25 24% Nakaya et aI., 1996
fatigue
syndrome

Parasitic IF East Africa Schistomiasis and Malaria 193 9.8% Bode et al., 1992

It has become apparent that BDV infection is fairly widespread across a wide range ofmammalian

species including humans. The research into BDV however is still lacking with the exact mode of

inter- and intra-species infection and transmission and the role of individual proteins in the

infection cycle. Furthennore, very little research has been done to indicate the change ifany of the

various proteins across various species as the widespread infection rate of BDV indicates that it

has some unique properties. The complex nature of BDV is also clearly indicated by the lack of
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clarity of the Borna disease virus classification in the phylogenetic analysis of the RNA negative

single stranded viruses that has been done to date.

1.5 NEGATIVE SINGLE STRANDED RNA vmus REPLICATION AND LIFE

CYCLE

The predominant characteristic of the Borna disease virus and other negative single stranded RNA

viruses is that their templates serve two functions, firstly, they serve as a template for transcription

and secondly they serve as a template for replication. The enzymes responsible for initiating

transcription are packaged in the virion along with the negative stranded genome. The transcription

of the viral genome is the first event after entry of the virus into host cells; the process yields

functionally monocistronic mRNAs (+) strands, each specifying a single protein. Replication

begins under the direction of newly synthesized viral proteins, a full length (+) strand is made and

serves as a template for the synthesis of (-) strand genomic RNAs (Roizman, 1991), summarized in

Figure 1.1.

Parental RNA (-)

Full length mRNAs (+)
.....•.......~ ,

FulllenRth mRNAs (-)

~SCriPtasc

Monocistronic mRNAs (+)

PROTEINS

Progeny RNAs

Figure 1.1 Summary of the replication and transcription of the negative single stranded

RNA virus.
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Central to the replication of the (-) strand viruses is that their genomic RNAs function alternatively

as templates for transcription and replication. The consequences are threefold: Firstly, the virus

imports into the infected cells the transcriptase enzyme to synthesize mRNAs. Secondly, it

therefore follows that naked RNA without transcriptase extracted from virions is not infectious, in

contrast to the naked RNA extracted from positive stranded RNA viruses. Thirdly, the mRNAs

produced are gene unit lengths; they each specify a single polypeptide, referred to as monocistronic

transcription.

RNA splicing signals may result in multiple mRNAs, each specifying a different protein being

transcribed from the same region of genomic RNA. Primary transcription of virion (-) sense RNA

by RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDRP) in the virion core in the cytoplasm, results in the

production of (mainly) mRNA and (+) sense RNA, and formation of the replicative complex (RC).

The virion proteins interact with the RC and bias it towards production of full-length (+) sense

RNA and therefore of genomic H sense RNA. Consequently, the (+) transcript, which functions

as mRNA, is different from the (+) strand RNA that serves as a template for progeny virus, even

though both are synthesized on the genomic RNA. The transcription of multiple mRNAs from the

same region, (monocistronic splicing) through splicing of the RNA allows the virus to control the

abundance of the individual proteins, (Roizman, 1991), whereas polycistronic splicing (production

of various proteins from one mRNA) generates multiple proteins.

1.5.1 Genomic organization of BDV

The recent cloning and the complete sequencing oftwo BDV isolates have uncovered the genomic

organization of BDV (Briese et al., 1994; Cubitt et al., 1994a; de la Torre, 1994; Schneemann et

al., 1995). The genome is about 8.9 kb long with complementary 3' and 5' untranslated regions at

its termini (Figure 1.3). It is generally believed that the genome contains information for at least

six open reading frames (ORF). Similar to other members of the Mononegavirales, the genome can

be divided into three main blocks (Schneemann et al., 1995) (Table 1.4). The function of the X

protein, translated from ORF VI, is not yet clear (Schwemmle et al., 1998). However it is

speculated that the X protein may facilitate nuclear export of ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes

in a manner similar to tlle NS2 protein of influenza virus (O'Neill et al., 1998).
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Table 1.5 Main genes and functions of the three gene blocks ofBDV.

Gene block Function

Block I Encodesfor the nucleoprotein and polymerase cofactors, represented by
the p40 (ORPI) and p24 (ORP 2) proteins.

Block 2 Encodes for the matrix and virus envelope proteins, whose likely
counterpart in BDV are the gpl8 (ORP Ill) and p5? (ORV IV) proteins.

Block 3 Encodes for the viral polymerase, identified as ORF V. Protein X (ORP
VI) - function unclear.

1.5.2 Transcription

In contrast to the vast amount of information known about Rhabdovirns and ParamyxovintS

transcription, studies of BDV transcription are still in the early stages. However, it has been

established that BDV has the property, unique among known animal nonsegmented negative single

stranded (NNS) RNA viruses, of a nuclear site for replication and transcription of its genome

(Cubitt et al., 1994b). A recent report (pyper et al., 1998) suggested that the nucleolus of the

nucleus of the host cell may be involved in BDV transcription and replication. This suggests that

BDV appears to be one of a small group of unrelated viruses that are known to have co-opted

certain aspects ofnucleolar activity.

BDV exhibits a complex transcriptional pattern after infection of host cells. As with other NNS

RNA viruses, BDV RNP is infectious upon transfection of susceptible host cells (Cubitt et aI.,

1994b). Initial mapping of the BDV subgenomic RNAs, done by northern blot hybridisation,

(Briese et al., 1994; Cubitt et al., 1994a), revealed a complex pattern ofoverlapping transcripts that

included several polycistronic RNAs (Figure 1.3). Some subgenomic messenger RNAs (mRNAs)

encoding the nucleoprotein (p40) and phosphoprotein (P24) are monocistronic, while others

encoding the matrix protein (gpI8), glycoprotein (P5?) and polymerase protein (L) are

polycistronic. In the other NNS RNA viruses, these polypeptides are usually encoded by

monocistronic mRNAs. In addition, BDV does not exhibit the configuration of transcription

termination signal, intergenic region and transcription initiation signal that is characteristically
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present at the gene boundaries of NNS RNA viruses (Go1dbach and Haan, 1994). Interestingly,

BDV utilizes the host splicing machinery to generate some of its mRNAs (Cubitt et al., 1994b;

Schneider et al., 1997). The transcriptional map of BDV is summarized in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2 Genomic organization and transcriptional map ofBDV. (Modified from Schneemann

et al., 1995).

1.5.3 BDV proteins and interaction

The products and functions of some of the genes of the three BDV gene blocks have been

established.

1. Gene products ofblock one

The BDV nucleoprotein (p40) is present at high levels in infected cells and tissues. It is likely that

this protein is encoded in two forms of 38 and 49 kDa (Haas et al., 1986; Hsu et al., 1994; Pyper et
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al., 1993), which may be related to the presence of two in-frame initiation codons in the P40 gene

sequence.

The p24 phosphoprotein is acidic, with a high serine (Ser) and threonine (fhr) content and is

phosphorylated at serine residues (Hsu et al., 1994; Thiedemann et al., 1992; Thierer et al., 1992).

The function of the phosphoprotein is not known, although it is assumed that the BDV

phosphoprotein associates and co-operates with the polymerase protein to play a vital role in viral

transcription and replication, as its acidic features are consistent with the phosphoprotein

transcriptional activator found in other NNS RNA viruses. Shoya et al., (1998) established that the

BDV phosphoprotein is transported into the nucleus in absence of other viral constituents and that

this transportation is accomplished by virtue of BDV phosphoprotein's own nuclear localization

signals, which are present in both N and C terminal regions. The nuclear localization signals of the

BDV phosphoprotein are unique in that both can function independently and both have several

proline residues as key amino acids. The transcription unit encoding the p24 phosphoprotein can

also direct the synthesis of a polypeptide of 10kDa (p10 or X protein) as the ORF encoding the plO

protein starts 46 nucleotides upstream from the p24 phosphoprotein and overlaps in a different

frame with the 213 first nucleotides of ORF II, which encodes the p24 phosphoprotein. Research

done by Schneemann et al., (1995) indicates that the plO protein is present in infected cells.

2. Gene products o/block two

The BDV ORF III most likely represents the BDV matrix gp18 protein. In contrast to other NNS

RNA viruses, the BDV matrix protein is glycosylated and data suggests that it might be present on

the surface of the virion envelope (Kliche et al., 1994). It is predicted that ORF IV encodes for a

glycoprotein polypeptide of 56kDa (P5?). Sequence features suggest that this protein is a viral

surface glycoprotein (P5?), (Schneemann et al., 1995; de la Torre et al., 1996).

Recent reports have provided experimental evidence that the p57 glycoprotein is involved in virus

entry (Gonzalez-Dunia et al., 1997a; Schneider et al., 1997) and is present as two forms in infected

cells (Gonzalez-Dunia et al., 1997a). One form of approximately 84 kDa (GP-84) corresponds to

the full-length product encoded by ORF IV and accumulates in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER).

The molecular weight of this polypeptide is higher than 5 kDa, due to glycosylation. A shorter

product of 43 kDa (Gp-43) corresponds to the C terminus of Gp-84 (Gonzalez-Dunia et al., 1998),

and is generated through cleavage by the cellular protease furin (Richt et al., 1998). Furthermore,

GP-43 is present at the surface of infected cells, (Gonza1ez-Dunia et al., 1998). Both GP-84 and

GP-43 are associated with infectious virions. The features indicate a novel maturation pathway for

a NNS RNA virus surface glycoprotein (i.e. BDV GP-84 is involved in attachment to the cell
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surface receptor whereas its furin-cleaved product, GP-43, is involved in pH-dependent fusion after

internalisation of the virion by endocytosis), and hence, for the assembly of BDV particles

(Gonzalez-Dunia et al., 1997a; 1998).

3. Gene products ofblock three

ORF V is capable of encoding a polypeptide with a predicted molecular mass of 180 kDa, whose

deduced amino acid sequence displays strong homology with the NNS RNA viral polymerases (L

protein family) (Cubitt et al., 1994a). This homology is particularly high in the case of the

conserved putative catalytic domain.

4. Protein interaction

The phosphoproteins of NNS viruses are essential for virus transcription and replication

(Schwemmle et al., 1997) and their subsequent phosphorylation by cellular kinases influences the

ability of phosphoproteins to form homomultimers, bind other viral proteins and serve as

transcriptional activators.

Research by Schwemmle et aI., (1998) is geared towards characterizing the interactions of the plO

X protein, p24 phosphoprotein and p40 nucleoprotein in vitro. Their experiments utilizing extracts

from infected cells and antibodies directed against the phospho, X and nucleoprotein have

indicated interactions between the X and the phosphoprotein, between the phosphoprotein and

nucleoprotein and to a lesser extent between the X, phospho and nucleoprotein. These interactions

were confirmed through studies in (i) mammalian and yeast two hybrid systems that demonstrated

specific binding between the phosphoprotein and the nucleoprotein, between the phosphoprotein

and the x protein and between phosphoprotein and phosphoprotein; (ii) noninfected transfected

cells where simultaneous expression ofthe X and phosphoprotein resulted in nuclear localization of

the X protein (versus predominantly cytoplasmic localization of the X protein when expression of

the phosphoprotein was suppressed); and (iii) infected C6 rat cells where the X, phosphoprotein

and nucleoprotein were co-localized in the nucleus.

Analysis of a series of truncation mutants allowed the identification of three nonoverlapping

regions important for phosphoprotein oligomerization (amino acids 135-172), binding to X (amino

acids 33-115), and binding to nucleoprotein (amino acids 197-201), (Figure 1.3). The amino acids

of the phosphoprotein critical for binding to X were mapped to the amino-terminal portion of the

protein between amino acids 33 and 115. Deletion of the first 32 amino acids of the phosphoprotein

resulted in increasing binding of the X protein, indicating that this region behaves as a negative
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regulatory domain. The binding of the X protein and the phosphoprotein was increased 7 fold in

assays using a phosphoprotein mutant in which the oligomerization domain was deleted. This

suggests that the X protein binds preferentially to the monomeric form of the phosphoprotein and

enhances phosphoprotein oligomerization. In other NNS RNA viruses, oligomerization of

phosphoproteins correlates with viral transcriptional activity (Schwemmle et al., 1998; Gao and

Lenard, 1995). Co-localization of the X and the phosphoprotein in the nucleus of chronically

infected cells indicates that the protein is associated with the phosphoprotein at the sites of viral

replication and transcription. Taken together, these data suggest the possibility that the X protein

may modulate transcriptional activity of BDV via binding to the phosphoprotein.

P Protein (201 aa)

NH2 mOH

33

1
X-protein

115 135 172 197

1 1
P-protein N-Protein

Figure 1.3 Schematic illustrating three distinct regions of the phosphoprotein, which are critical

for phosphoprotein oligomerization, binding to X protein and binding to the

nucleoprotein. After Schwemmle et al., (1998).
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1.6 BDV EVOLUTIONARY RELATIONSHIPS

The Borna disease virus belongs to the negative single stranded super group, which forms a rather

homogenous group in terms of structure. In principle, the· members of this group all have

nucleoprotein particles surrounded by a lipid envelope containing one or more glycoproteins.

Although only limited homology among the various viral encoded proteins is present (mainly the

polymerase proteins), they share several common features of genomic organization and replication

strategy, (Goldmann and Haan, 1994). Table 1.5 summarizes some of the features of the genomes

of the Borna disease virus and other members ofthe Mononegavirales.

Table 1.6 Arrangement of genes of the Borna disease virus and other members of the

Mononegavirales from the 3'· end to 5'-end, (Goldbach and Haan, 1994).

Sub-
bGene orderFamily family 8Genus 3' 5'

Bornaviridae BDV le N P M G L tr

Rhabdoviridae VSV le N P M G L tr

SYNV le N P Sc4 M G L tr

RabiesV le N P M G Ps L tr

DINV le N P M G NVGns L tr

BEFY le N P M G L tr

Filoviridae Ebola V le N P Ml G ? M2 L tr

Paramyxovi ridae Paramy- Measles V le N P/CN M F H L tr
xovirinae

SendaiV le N P/CN M F HIN L tr

MumpsV le N PN M F SH L tr

Pneuma- TRTV le N P Ml F HIN G L tr
virinae RSV le NSl NP Ml SH M2 SH M2 L tr

NS2 Ml G F

8 BDV - Borna disease virus, VSN - Vesicular stomatits virus; SYNV =Sonchus Yellow Net
virus; RabV =Rabies virus, IHNV = Infectious hematopoetic necrosis virus, BEFV =Bovine
ephemeralfever virus, EbolaV =Ebola virus, MeasV =Measles virus, SendV =Sendai virus,
MumV =Mumps virus, TRTV =Turkey Rhinotracheitis virus, RSV =Respiratory synctial virus.

ble (leader transcript that is not translated), N (Nucleocapsid protein tightly bound to viral RNA),
NS1, NS2 (non-structural protein 1,2), P (Phosphoprotein), C (Capsid), M; Ml, M2 matrix
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proteins embedded in the bilayer membranes), sc4 (an RNA transcripts is observed, but the
protein product has not be identified, may be the equivalent ofNS protein in vesicular stomatitis
virus), G ( Glycoprotein forming the projections out of the membrane), F (fusion protein,
glycoprotein, which binds with other glycoproteins sh and G to form an oligomeric process); H
(haemaglutinin protein), L ( Core polymerase protein functioning in the viral replication in
concert with other proteins), tr (train sequence that is not translated).

1.6.1 RNA polymerase relationships

Kamer and Argos, (1984) were the first researchers to identifY sequence relationships between the

known poliovirus polymerase and those from several positive stranded RNA viruses. One

particular conserved positive stranded RNA motif was well preserved and consisted of a central

Gly-Asp-Asp triplet (GDD); flanked by pentapeptides composed mostly of hydrophobic residues,

hinting at a beta hairpin tertiary structure composed of two hydrogen-bonded anti-parallel beta

strands separated by a short exposed loop encompassing the GDD triplet of amino acids, (Kamer

and Argos, 1984.) In contrast to the GDD motiffound in positive stranded viruses the GDD motif

is present as a GDN motif in negative single stranded viruses. Such a motif was found in several

different RNA virus species, suggesting that many viral species, across many hosts, and with great

variety in structural and infective features and genomic organization, all could be evolutionarily

and divergently related (Kanler and Argos, 1984).

Goldbach flnd Haan, (1994) pioneered the inclusion of RNA negative single stranded viruses in a

tentative phy10genetic tree analysis, based partly on a clustal analysis (Figure 1.4) published by

Koonirl, (1991). The results seem to indicate that: (i) the original super grouping of RNA viruses

was appropriate; (ii) the negative single stranded viruses are categorically divided according to

their non-segmented and segmented polymerases; and that the most conserved sequences contained

the GDD motif

Very little work has been done to date to confIrm the results achieved by Goldbach and Haan,

(1994) and there is a considerable lack of research including recently sequenced polymerases. In

addition, different methods are being used to investigate the inter- and intra-evolutionary

relationships of viral sequences. Although phy10genetic methods including alignment analysis are

still one of the most predominant methods to investigate evolutionary relationships a recent shift in

the focus of evolutionary studies has taken place. Haydon et al., (1998), and Ina's, (1995)

estimations of the extent of synonymous and non-synonymous substitution among viral sequences

based on Nei and Gojobori's, (1986) paper, are indicative ofsuch a shift.
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Figure 1.4 Tentative phylogenetic tree for the RNA dependent RNA polymerases of eukaryotic

RNA viruses proposed by Goldbach and Haan, (1994). The various supergroups are

indicated.
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1.7 METHODS FOR INVESTIGATION OF EVOLUTIONARY RELATIONSBIPS

1.7.1 Introduction

Recent advances in whole genome sequencing indicate that vast amounts of sequence data are

flooding the DNA and protein databases. Over 40 complete genomes are available, with many

more genomes in the sequencing and assembly stage, including five eukaryotic genomes and the

recent arrival of a draft of the complete human genome sequence (Lander et al., 2001).

New high throughput technologies in structural proteomics and gene expression analysis have

increased the rate in which sequence data is being characterized. In addition, the majority of new

sequences have homologues in the new existing sequence databases, so new biological or structural

data are now applicable not only in the protein under study but are also propagated through the

sequence databases by means of this homology.

The result is a massive explosion of biological information. The sequencing of the human genome

and numerous pathogen genomes has resulted in an explosion of potential drug targets, with

widespread implications in the phamlaceutical industry (Lenz et al., 2000). The analysis of

genomes for example, of extremophile micro organisms, has led to the identification of many

enzymes, showing activity and stability at e),.'tremes oftemperature, pH, pressure and salinity, some

of which have potential for industrial and biotechnological applications (Niehaus et al., 1999). It is

evident that the systems and methodologies used for analyzing all this information must adapt to

the changing perspectives. A major challenge for bionformaticians will be to bring together the

wealth of information now available for public access and the vast number of applications that have

been developed to process and interpret the biological data into an integrated network.

Multiple aligmnents and their generation have become increasingly relevant to analysis projects

and sequence annotation. Although it is not always apparent, multiple aligmnents are involved in

most of the new computational methods used in genome projects. Recent developments of database

search methods have exploited the information to detect more and more distant homologues,

(Altschul et al., 1997, Karplus et al., 1998; Neuwald et al., 1997) and many of the new methods

referenced above critically depend on accurate multiple alignments. Multiple alignments also play

an essential part in the new integrated systems being developed for the analysis and comparison of

whole genomes.
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TIle fonn of viral evolution has been a controversial point in the past and the molecular data now

available suggests that virus evolution is based on hovo mechanisms: divergence from common

ancestor and interviral recombination (Goldbach and Haan, 1994).

Multiple alignments of complete sequences play a central role in the integration and analysis of this

complex and heterogeneous data. By placing the sequence in the contel\.1 of the overall family, the

multiple alignments pemlit not only a horizontal analysis of the sequence of its entire length but

also a vertical view of the evolution of the protein.

With the accumulation of many RNA stranded viral genome sequences and the enormous

variability exhibited by these genome sequences it is has become clear that some point of reference

is needed in any alignment and phylogenetic analysis of such sequences in order to present a valid

result. In analysing negative single stranded RNA viruses tlllS consensus point takes the form of a

polymerase protein, which is particularly well preserved and contains a central Gly-Asp-Asn triplet

(GDN) flanked by penta peptides composed mostly of hydrophobic residues, hinting at a Beta

hairpin tertiary structure; composed of two hydrogen-bonded anti parallel strands, separated by a

short exposed loop encompassing the GDN amino acids. Such a motif was fomld in several

different RNA virus species suggesting that many viral species, across many hosts, and with a great

variety in structural and genomic organization, all could be evolutionarily and divergently related

(Kamer and Argos, 1984).

1.7.2 Methods of alignment and phylogeny analysis

1. Alignment methods

The comparison or alignment of biological sequences began in the early seventies, with the fIrst

dynanuc programming algorithm for the global or full full-length alignment of two sequences

introduced by Needleman and Wunsch, (1970). The optimallocal alignment between a pair of

sequences involves a simple modifIcation to the Needleman-Wunsch method, defIned by Snlith and

Waterman, (1981), in which only the highest scoring sub segments of the two sequences are

aligned. Sankoff, (1975) who developed his fIrst formal algoritlllll for multiple sequence alignment

extended the pairwise dynamic programming algorithm.

In order to multiple align larger sets of sequences, most methods in use today employ some kind of

heuristic approach to reduce the problem to a reasonable size. Traditionally the most popular
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approach has been the progressive alignment method (Feng and Doolittle, 1987). A multiple

alignment is built up gradually by aligning the closest sequences first and successively adding the

more distant ones. A number of alignment programs based on this method exist, for example

Multia/ign (Barton and Sternberg, 1987), Multal (faylor, 1988), Pileup and Clustal X (fhompson

et al 1997); which provides a graphical interface for Clllstal W (Thompson, Higgins and Gibson,

1994). They use a global alignment algorithm (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) to construct an

alignment of the entire length of the sequences. They differ mainly in the method used to determine

the order of alignment of the sequences. Multal uses a sequential branching method to align the

closest sequences first and then subsequently align the ne>..1 close sequences to those already

aligned. Mllltialign and Pilellp construct a guide tree using the UPGMA method (Sneath and Sokal,

1973). A consensus method is then used to align larger and larger trees of sequences according to

the branching order of the tree. Clllstal X uses the alternative neighbour-joining algorithm (Saitou

and Nei, 1987) to construct a guide tree incorporating in addition sequence weighting, position

specific gap penalties and a choice of residue comparison matrix depending on the degree of

identity of the sequences. In contrast to the above global methods, PIMA uses a local dynamic

programming algorithm (Smith, Waterman and Fitch, 1981) to align only the most conserved

motifs. PIMA offers two alignments by default using maximum linkage and sequential branching

algorithms to decide the order of the alignment, which can be referred to as MLPIMA and

SBPlMA respectively.

DIALIGN is a newer program for multiple alignment, (Morgenstern et al., 1996, Morgenstern,

1999). While standard alignment methods rely on comparing single residues and imposing gap

penalties, DIALIGN combines local and global aspects of sequence alignment by assembling pair

wise and multiple alignments from locally conserved gap-free segment pairs, (Morgenstern 1999).

In a recent study by Thompson et al., (1999) a database of benchmark alignments has been used to

compare the most widely used programs for multiple sequence alignment under a variety of

different conditions. Here, DIALIGN was found to be the best method for local multiple

alignments. It also performed well on globally related sequence sets, though here Clustal W

(fhompson et al., 1994) and SAGA (Notredam and Higgins, 1996) were superior. A recent paper

by Lassmann and Sonnhammer, (2002) provides for a systematic evaluation and comparison of

multi alignment programs.

In addition, numerous new alignment programs have recently been developed which provide a

fresh approach to the multiple alignment problems. Hidden markov models (HMMS) have come to

the forefront of this as they can be used as statistical models of the primary structural consensus of
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a sequence family (Baldi et al., 1994). The program HMMT (Eddy, 1995) uses a simulated

annealing method to maximize the probability that an HMM represents the sequences to be aligned.

As the increasing size of protein sequence databases is straining methods of sequence analysis,

even as the increased information offers opportunities for sophisticated analysis of protein

structure, function and evolution. A new method MEME (Multiple expectation maximization for

motif e1icitation) (Grundy et al., 1997, Bailey and Gribskov, 1998) was developed to compensate

for these weaknesses. This method identifies motif patterns in a protein family, and these motifs

are combined into a hidden markov model (HMM), for use as a database searching tool (Figure

1.5). A motif is a sequence pattern that occurs repeatedly in a group of related protein or DNA

sequences. MEME represents motifs as position-dependent letter-probability matrices which

describe the probability of each possible letter at each position in the pattern.

Progresshre

Iterative

Figure 1.5 Diagram showing the relation between different alignment programmes and

algorithms.
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Traditional molecular phylogeny studies have relied on multiple alignments to define the

phylogenetic relationships between organisms (for a detailed review see Philips et of.. 2000). In the

post-genomic era, this field of research is experiencing renewed interest since phylogenetic studies

can now address the entire proteome of organisms widely scattered across the phylogenetic

spectrum. Such evolutionary studies performed at the proteome levels have revealed numerous

lineage specific gene losses and the unforeseen importance of lateral transfers in the course of

evolution, (Aravind et al., 2000; Eisen 2000, Koonin et al., 2000, Nelson et al., 1999), The

construction of the 'phylome 'of an organism, i.e. the complete set of phylogenetic trees derived

from the proteome, can be used to assess the variability of single gene phylogenies compared to the

organismal phylogeny based on rRNAs and sheds ligllt on the evolution of metabolic pathways.

Numerical methods, for inferring phylogenies from molecular data have existed for over 20 years,

but there is still much confusion in the literature about their assumptions and properties. In general

there is little coverage of them in textbooks of evolution or of molecular biology; that which exists

is usually a brief and mechanical exposition of a particular method familiar to the author. As a

result the inference of phylogenies often seems divorced from any connection to other methods of

analysis of scientific data.

There are three major methods of inferring phylogenies, which include the parSimony and

compatibility methods, the distance methods, and the maximum likelihood methods.

2. Parsimony

This method can be defined simply by counting the minimum number of base substitutions that are

required for each proposed tree (leaving aside for the moment the issue of insertion and deletions).

The tree requiring the fewest changes is preferred. This is the parsimony criterion. It was first

introduced, in the context of estimating phylogenies from gene frequencies, by Cavalli and

Edwards, (1967) who called it the "method of minimum net evolution". The word "parsimony"

was first associated with it when Camin and Sokal, (1965) published an influential description of

this method for discretely coded morphological characters. Eck and Dayhoff, (1968) described the

first application to molecular sequences.

Parsimony normally applied to base substitutions counted only base substitutions. Sankoff and

Rousseau, (1975) and Sankoff, (1975) describe a method that performs alignment of sequences at

the same time as it estimates the phylogenies by minimising the weighted count of substitutions

and deletion/insertion events.
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Protein sequences are more difficult to analyse. TIle complexity of mapping from amino acids to

codons causes difficulty in computing. Algorithms for cOWlting the number of base substitutions

have been given by Moore et al., (1988), Fitch, (1971, 1981). In the Phylip package Fe1senstein,

(1993) counts only those base substitutions that also change the amino acid, Wlder the assumption

that synonymous changes are more probable and should thus be demphasised.

3. Compatibility

TIlls is a method closely related to parsimony. It uses a different criterion for resolving conflict

among characters. A character in this case is compatible with a phylogeny if its evolution can be

explained without assuming that any states may arise morc than once. Thus, sites that can show

three bases A, C, and T, are compatible with a phylogeny ifthe observed data could arise with only

two nucleotide substitutions. The compatibility method finds the tree on which the maximum

numbers of sites are compatible with the user.

The compatibility criterion was first proposed for discrete two state morphological characters by Le

Quesne, (1973). Estabrook and Landrum, (1975) and Fitch, (1971) showed how to determine

whether two nucleotide sites are compatible with each other, in the sense that there must exists a

tree on which they can all evolve with no e}..1ra changes. However, Fitch, (1971) also showed that a

set of sites that are not pairwise compatible may not be jointly compatible; in that there may not

exist one tree on which an can evolve without e}..1ra changes. This is in contrast to some classes of

multi state morphological characters for which Estabrook et al., (1977a, 1977b) proved that when

an characters are pairwise compatible, tlle must be jointly compatible, and the tree fitting them an

can be fOlUld very easily. Although the absence of this pairwise compatibility theory for nucleotide

sequences, makes it somewhat harder to find the tree with the most sites compatible with it,

compatibility method are no harder to use than parsimony methods.

4. Distance matrix methods

Distance methods fit a tree to a matrix of pairwise distances between the species. For nucleotide

sequence data the distances might be for example calculated from the fraction of sites different

between the two sequences. The phylogeny makes a prediction of the distance for each pair of as

the sum of branch lengths in the path form one species to another through the tree. A measure of

goodness of the observed distances to the expected sites is used, and the phylogeny is preferred,

which minimises the discrepancy between them as evaluated by this measure. There is a

widespread misconception that distance assumes a molecular clock, mostly as molecular

evolutionists using these methods have also tended to make an assumption and invoke is as the
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reason why their methods work. It is possible to either assume or not assume a molecular clock

when using distance methods. Fitch and Margolish, (1967) introduced the fIrst distance matrix

method, and Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards, (1967) had independently produced another site different

between the two sequences.

1.7.3 Measurement of virus mutation rates

Viruses have not generally been considered from the same evolutionary vantage point as other

organisms, despite some interest in evolution on the part of virologists. Past efforts to elucidate the

concept of viral evolution were problematic with virologists relying on phenotypic characteristics.

However, the number, range and resolution of phenotypic characters that could be studied were

very limited. The advent of molecular evolution, the fIeld resulting from the introduction of

molecular biology into evolution, shifted the evolutionary emphasis away from characteristics

based on phenotypic e;>,:pression towards the viral genome and subsequently to variation in the viral

genome, (Morse, 1994).

These variations led to observations of protein polymorphisms (genetic variants in functionally

identical proteins) (Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1962) later extending to gene sequences at the

nucleotide level. The neutral evolution theory developed by Kimura, (1968; 1983) expanded by

viral evolutionists (Temin, 1989; Temin, 1993) led to a formal expression of these variations on a

viral population as fundamental to the development ofviral evolutionary theory (Morse, 1994).

RNA viruses in general exhibit a high rate of base mismatch during gene replication; estimated to

be between 10-4 to 10-3 per nucleotide site per replication, (Holland, 1993; Domingo and Holland,

1988). This may be indicative of point mutations forming a major part of virus evolution. Single

base nucleotide substitutions may be classifIed as synonymous (resulting in no amino acid change)

or non-synonymous (resulting in amino acid change). It has been conjectured that base

substitutions are likely to be neutral with synonymous point mutations the most probable form of

nucleotide substitutions in which neutral evolution may proceed (Haydon et al., 1998), as the rate

of accumulation of synonymous substitutions is approximately five fold higher than the rate for

non-synonymous substitutions for both mammalian genes (Li et al., 1985) and for influenza virus

genes (Hayashida et al., 1985). Furthermore, the rate of synonymous substitutions may be directly

related to codon usage. There are several reports showing a preponderance of non-synonymous

substitution during RNA virus evolution (Rocha et al., 1991; Dietz et 01., 1990), which may be a

result of RNA structural functionality, secondary structural constraints and overlapping

transcriptional reading frames (Haydon et al., 1998).
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One of the more important estimations for molecular evolutionary analysis is the quantification of

the number of substitutions per site between nucleotide sequences (1na, 1995; Muse, 1996). It is

imperative to estimate the numbers of synonymous (ds) and non-synonymous (dn) substitutions per

site separately, as estimates of ds and dn are used not only for reconstruction of phylogenetic trees

but also as a statistical test for a neutral theory of molecular evolution, (1na, 1995). Various

methods exist for estimating synonymous and non-synonymous mutations, however, until recently

none of these were based on a valid statistical footing (Muse, 1996). Some of these methods have

been utilized for an estimation of the mutation of RNA virus sequences (Saitou, 1987; Haydon et

al., 1998), with several methods exhibiting overestimation and underestimation of the number of

synonymous sites and non-synonymous sites respectively. New methods have been developed

which aim to correct these biases (1na, 1995).

Genomic analysis of BDV protein isolates has yielded differential estimates of nucleotide sequence

conservation with extensive conservation of host BDV nucleoprotein and phosphoprotein isolates

being reported (Schneider et al., 1994; Bode et al., 1995; Sauder et 01., 1996). Due to their high

degree of sequence conservation BDV homologues provide a useful mechanism for the

investigation of molecular evolution particularly if the evolution is estimated via point or

synonymous mutations.

1.8 AIMS OF THIS INVESTIGATION

There are several areas in the negative single stranded RNA virus field that require investigation,

especially information that will assist a more accurate classification of the Bornaviridae and

provide a better understanding of the evolutionary trends.

In this investigation, the evolutionary trends of Borna disease virus proteins were investigated by

determining mutation rates, in order to contribute to the body of knowledge addressing these

issues. TIle aims of this study were twofold:

Firstly to investigate the accuracy of the Bornaviridae familial classification by an alignment and

clustering of the polymerase proteins of several divergent RNA negative stranded VIruses to

generate an accurate phylogenetic analysis.
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Secondly to estimate the number of synonymous (nucleotide substitution) and non-synonymous

(amino acid change) mutation rates of proteins (nucleoprotein, phosphoprotein, glycoprotein,

matrix protein) exhibited by various Borna disease vims host species and the proteins

(nucleoprotein, phosphoprotein, glycoprotein, matrix and X protein) of three Borna disease vims

strains.

The molecular biology of the Bornaviridae as reviewed in the above chapter indicates that there are

a number of areas involving protein interaction and host virus protein interaction that is puzzling to

investigators. The estimation of the protein mutation rate is a fairly unique method used to clarify

the evolutionary trend ofthe proteins examined, as tIus kind of analysis enables the identification

of positive and neutral selection trend of proteins across species, which may help clarify and

enhance the lack of current knowledge.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Variation in ammo acid sequences fonns the basis of many evolutionary investigations and

phylogenetic analyses. Nucleotide or amino acid sequences are aligned, similarities and differences

detennined, and the information used to fonnulate evolutionary pathways in various species. The

employment of multiple sequence alignment methods, such as those utilized in this investigation,

allows for the detection of common patterns in nucleic acid and protein families, is helpful in

suggesting primers for the polymerase chain reaction when an1plifying nucleic acids, provides a better

understanding of molecular evolution and assists with predicting secondary and tertiary structures of

proteins. These alignment investigations fonn the basis of investigations of conserved regions of DNA,

RNA and proteins. It is therefore possible to identify structurally conserved regions between related

proteins, even when overall sequence similarity is low. This feature is vital when analysing diverse

sequences such as those of the negative stranded RNA viruses.

This chapter presents the materials and methods used to analyse the taxonomic status and evolutionary

status, i.e. mutation rate, of the Borna disease virus.

The aims of this research were briefly:

1. Investigation of the status of the Borna disease virus (BDV) familial classification by an

alignment and clustering ofthe polymerase proteins.

2. An estimation of the mutation rates of various proteins of three Borna disease virus strains

and a number of BDV hosts.
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2.2 INVESTIGATION OF THE TAXONOMIC STATUS OF BDV

2.2.1 Materials

The amino acid polymerase sequences of Boma disease virus and a number of other negative stranded

RNA viruses were selected to determine the ta,xonomical status of BOY. These sequences were

obtained from the public database of the National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)

http://\vv,rw.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank. The accession numbers and dates of submission are presented

in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Yirus sequences used for the determination of the taxonomic status of BOY.

Virus Strain
Abbreviation Accession

Date of submission
used in text number

Borna disease virus V BDVV U04608 28 July 1994

Borna disease virus He BDVHe L27077 15 August 1994

Marburg virus Z12132 19 September 1996

Ebola virus AF086833 28 February 1999

Human Parainfluenza virus III HumanPIV3 V51116 6 March 1997

Measles AB016162 10 June 1998

Mumps M19933 2 August 1993

Human respiratory syncytial virus HumanRSV U3966229 29 March 1991

Rabies virus .ABOO9663 11 December 1997

Infectious haematopoietic necrosis IHNV L40883 2 February 1999
virus

Viral haemorrhagic septicemia virus VHSV YI8262 16 October 1998

Rice transitory yellowing virus RiceTYV AB011257 8 January 1998
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Sonchus yellow net virus SYNV L32603 10 October 1994

Vesicular stomatitis virus VSV J02428 3 August 1993

Influenza A M3829l 2 August 1993

Influenza C M20861 2 March 1993

Thogoto virus Y17873 5 August 1998

Bunyamwera virus Xl4282 5 July 1991

Hantaan virus D25531 25 November 1993

Dugbe virus U15018 22 September 1994

Uukuniemi virus D10759 21 March 1992

Toscana virus X68414 16 September 1992

Rift valley fever virus RVFV X56494 3 June 1994

Rice Stripe virus Rice SV D31879 20 June 1994

Rice grassy stunt virus Rice GSV ABOO9656 10 December 1997

Lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus LCMV AF004519 14 May 1997

Tomato spotted wilt virus TSWV AF020660 8 May 1998

2.2.2 Alignment procedures

The latest version of the Clustal X (version 1.8, 2000) software package described by Thompson,

Higgins and Gibson, (1994), was selected for this investigation, as it offers a high degree of accuracy

when aligning virus sequences, far superior than other methods (Aiyar, 2001; Jeanmougin et al., 1998,
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Thompson et al., 1997, Palacios et al., 2002). This is of great importance when aligning multiple

sequences with sequence lengths of more than 2000 amino acid residues, which requires a high degree

of accuracy. Motifs of extremely variable RNA sequences may otherwise not be detectable. Two

other alignment programmes, DMLIGN (version 3.0, 2002), .(Morgenstern et aI., 1996), and MEME

(version 3.0, 2001), (Grundy et al., 1997, Bailey and Gribskov, 1998), were selected to confirm results

obtained by the Clustal X alignment programme as recently a paper by Lassmann and Sonnhammer

(2002) indicated that Clustal W could compete only in strictly global cases with high sequence

similarity. This is in contrast to a paper by the creator of DIALIGN, Morgenstern et al., (2002), which

indicates that DMLIGN has been shown to return high scoring fragments that are highly correlated to

exons in genomic sequences. The extent of local sequence conservation could not be expected to

exactly coincide with protein-coding regions and it was not possible to predict whole gene structures

solely based on sequence similarity information. If the evolutionary distance between the compared

species is close, even non-functional parts of the sequences may be conserved and it becomes difficult

to distinguish functional from non-functional parts of the sequences, (Morgenstern et al., 2002).

MEME was selected as this programme enables the identification of motifs from protein sequences.

The sensitivity ofthe Clustal X software was provided by the employment of a clustering facility based

on a Gonnet 350 matrix. The Gonnet matrix was developed by Gonnet, Cohen and Benner, (1992)

using exhaustive pairwise alignments ofthe protein databases as they existed at that time. They utilized

classical distance measures to estimate an alignment of the proteins. They then used this data to

estimate a new distance matrix, which was used to refine the alignment and estimate a new distance

matrix.

The following steps and software parameters were followed for generating the RNA virus sequence

alignment:

1. The sequences to be aligned were placed into a text file in FASTA format and loaded

into the Clustal X programme

A sequence in FASTA format begins with a single-line description, followed by lines of sequence data.

The description line is distinguished from the sequence data by a greater- than (» symbol in the first

column (Figure 2.1).
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>giI532319IpirITVFV2EITVFV2E envelope protein

ELRLRYCAPAGFALLKCNDADYDGFKTNCSNVSVVHCTNLMNTTVTTGLLLNGSYSENRTQI

WQKHRTSNDSALILLNKHYNLTVTCKRPGNKTVLPVTlMAGLVFHSQKYNLRLRQAWCHFPS

NWKGAWKEVKEEIVNLPKERYRGTNDPKRIFFQRQWGDPETANLWFNCHGEFFYCKMDWF

LNYLNNLTVDADHNECKNTSGTKSGNKRAPGPCVQRTYVACHIRSVIIWLETISKKTYAPPRE

GHLECTSTVTGMTVELNYIPKNRTNVTLSPQIESIWAAELDRYKLVEITPIGFAPTEVRRYTGG

HERQKRVPFVXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVQSQHLLAGILQQQKNLLAAVEAQQQM

LKLTIWGVK

Figure 2.1 Example ofa sequence in FASTA format.

2. The following multiple alignment parameters (Figure 2.2) were utilized.

Multiple alignments were carried out in 3 stages:

Stage 1: All sequences were compared to each other (pairwise alignments), followed

by a preliminary multiple alignment.

Stage 2: A dendogram, guide tree, (like a phylogenetic tree) was constructed,

describing the approximate groupings of the sequences by similarity (stored

in a file).

Stage 3: The final multiple alignment was carried out, using the dendogram as a

guide.
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Iii Alignment Parameters _ ~ SIil El

Multiple Parameters------------------,

Gap Opening [0-100) :110.00 IGap Extention [0-100):~

Delay Divergent Sequences l"J :~

DNA Transition Weight [0-1):~

Use Negative MatrixIOFF :El
r- Protein Weight Matrix-----,
r BLOSUM series r PAM series

r. Gonnet series r Identity matrix

r User defined

IrLoad protein matrix: -I
DNA Weight Matrix-----,

r. IUB r CLUSTALW[1.6]

r User defined

1I Load'ONA: I

Figure 2.2 Screen of the Clustal X programme showing the possible parameters.

The multiple alignment parameters for the RNA virus sequences parameters were chosen in the

following order:

1. Gap opening: 10

2. Gap extension: 0.20

3. Delay divergent sequences: 40%

4. Protein Weight matrix: Gonnet

These parameters controlled the final multiple alignment, as this was the core of the Clustal X

programme.

Each step in the final multiple alignment consisted of aligning two alignments or sequences. This was

done progressively, following the branching order in the guide tree or dendogram. The basic
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parameters to control this were two gap penalties and the scores for various identical/non-identical

residues.

The gap opening and exiension penalties were set. These controlled the cost of opening up every new

gap and the cost of every item in a gap. Increasing the gap opening penalty made gaps less frequent.

Increasing the gap extension penalty made gaps shorter. Terminal gaps were not penalised.

The delay divergent sequence switch delayed the alignment of the most distantly related sequences

until after the most closely related sequences were aligned. The parameter setting (Figure 2.2) showed

the percent identity level required to delay the addition of a sequence; sequences that were less

identical than this level to any other sequences were aligned later.

3. The sequences were aligned and saved in Phylip and Clustal file format

To ensure that the resulting alignment file could be used for various types of analyses, Clustal X

.allowed the alignment file to be saved in various formats. In this study the alignment file was saved in

Phylip and Clustal format to allow the phylogenetic analysis performed by the Phylip compilation of

progranlmes.

The Clustal format alignment file generated contained the following characters, which indicated the

degree of conservation. Three characters were used: (*) indicated that the codon belonged to a fully

conserved group; (:) indicated that the codon belonged to a stronger conserved group; (.) indicated that

the codon b~longeci t9 a weaker conserveci grm1p (Figure 2.3).
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BDW
BDVHE
Rabies
VSV
VHSV
SRV
IHNV
Marburg
Ebola
HPIV3
BPIV3
SENDAI
Measles
Rinderpest
CDV
Mwnps
Simian
NDV
RTYV
SYNV
HRSV

EVINLDYSSWCNG 454
EVINLDYSSWCNG 404
YAFHLDYEKWNNH 625
IANHIDYEKWNNH 611
ISKSLDINKFCTS 574
MSKSLDINKFCTS 573
VNKSLDINKFCTS 574
--FVTDLEKYNLA 642
--FVTDLEKYNLA 639
CFLTTDLKKYCLN 695
CFLTTDLKKYCLN 670
CFLTTDLKKYCLN 670
AFITTDLKKYCLN 670
AFITADLKKYCLN 670
AFITTDLKKYCLN 670
CFLTTDLTKYCLN 676
SFLTTDLKKYCLQ 670
TFITTDLQKYCLN 648
YVINMDFVKWNQQ 618
YSMNIDFSKWNQN 648
CSIITDLSKFNQA 707. .

Figure 2.3 Example of a Clustal X multiple alignment showing a fully conserved codon (*), a

strongly conserved codon (:) and a weakly conserved codon (.).

In order to validate new results obtained by Clustal X, two different alignment programmes, DIAllGN

and MEME, were utilized. DIALIGN in contrast to Clustal X uses a similarity Blosum (Henikoff and

Henikoff, 1992) matrix rather than a distance matrix to create a multiple alignment and is available for

academic use at http://w\vw.genomatix.de/cgi-bin/DIALIGNIDIALIGN.pl. The Blosum matrix was

created by Henikoff and Henikoff (1992) in order to obtain an increased measure of differences

between two proteins, specifically intended for more distantly related proteins.

MEME in contrast to both DIALIGN and Clustal X utilizes motif based hidden markov modelling of

aligned sequences in order to aid in detecting structural motifs and is available at the following server:

http://MEME.sdsc.edulMEME/website/intro.html

The following steps and DIAllGN software parameters were followed for generating the RNA virus

sequence alignment:

1. A text file containing the sequences in FASTA format was uploaded to thegenomix

server.
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2. A threshold value of 5 was chosen.

The threshold value referred to a number used in order to reduce the number of diagonals under

consideration. Diagnols in this case referrcd to alignmcnts from pairs of similar segmcnts. In contrast

to Clustal X DIALIGN did not utilize discriminatory gap parameters instead it relied on a threshold

value set by thc user.

3. A similarity matrix, Blosum, was implemented.

The Blosum (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992) similarity matrix was the default option of the DIALIGN

programme and was implemented in order to align the sequences.

4. DIALIGN created a file containing the alignment of the input sequences.

The DIALIGN alignment file generated (Figure 2.4) contained the following symbols, which indicated

the degree of conservation. Capital letters denoted aligned residues. Lower case letters denoted

residues not aligned by DIALIGN. Thus, if a lower case letter appeared above any other letter, this was

pure chance. Gaps were denoted by '-'. The number of plus signs below the alignment reflected the

degree of local similarity between all the sequences. Regions of maximum similarity between all

sequences were represented by 10 plus signs.

Mol-ITN

17.6
HBV
E.co1i

39 ---DAGT--- --SAQRAELI ALTQA-L--K MAEGKK-L-- NV-YTDSRYA
31 -SRTLNEHEI NySTIEKELL AIVWA-T--K TF--RH-Y-- LL-GRHFEIS
29 FSAPLPIHT- ------AELL AACFArS--R SG--AN-I-- -I-GTDNSVV
39 YTRTTNNR-- ------MELM AAIVAlea1K EH--CE-V-- -I1STDSQYV

++++++++ ++++++++ +++++ + + ++ ++ + ++ +++++++
+++++++ ++++++++ +++++ ++ + ++ +++++++

++++++ ++++++++ +++++ ++ +++++++
++++ ++++++++ +++++ ++ +++++++

+++ ++++ +++++ + +++++++
++++ +++++ + +++++++
++++ ++++ + ++++++

+++ ++++ + ++++++
+++ +++ +++++
+++ ++ ++++
+++ ++ +
+++ ++

Figure 2.4 Example of a DIALIGN multiple alignment showing aligned residues (capital letters), non

aligned residues (lower case letters) and gaps (-). Regions of maximum similarity are

represented by plus signs.
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The following steps and MEME software parameters were followed for generating the RNA Virus

sequence alignment:

1. A text file containing the sequences in FASTA format was uploaded to the MEME

server (Figure 2.5).

An overview of the parameter choices is given in Figure 2.5.

Use this form to submit DNA or protein sequences to l\1ElVIE.lVIElVIE will anaJYze your sequences for similarities among them and produce a description
~ for each pattern it discovers.

Your data will be processed on the IBM SP supercomputer at the San Diel:o Supercomputer Cenier and the results will be sent to you bye-mail

YKESIIQGLLDTTEGYNKQPYLEGCTYLAAKQLRRLTWGRDL
VGVTKPrvAEQFHPHSSVGAKAELYLDA
IIYCPQETLRSHHLTTRGDQPLYLGSNTAVKVQRGEITGLTKSRAANLVR~

For DNA sequences Oldy:
r; Search· given stl"and only

r Look for paIh"h'omesonly

MEME will find the optimumwi<1ti. of each
motifwithip the limits you specifYhere:r Milwnlunwidth (>= 2)

rso- MaJonnmn width «= 300)

[Optional] DesCliption of your sequences: I
• Enter the name of a I"de containing !he sequences here:

'- Brq~_e•.~ I
• or the actual sequences-here:

>Pl;BDW

r Text output format
r.; Shiuf)e sequence letters

[OI,tional]MEME will find the optimum nmnber
of sites for each motifwithin the limits you specifY
here:

I Milwmun sitesC>= 2)

I Mammun sites «= 300)

Your e-mail address: 11

Please enter the sequences which you believe share one or
more motifs. The sequences may contain no more than 60,000
characters total in any of a large number of formats.

How do you think the occurrences of a single motif are
disnibl1:ted among the sequences?
r One per sequence
r Zero or one per sequence
(;" .'\"ny munbel' ofrepetitions

r Maximum lUunbe~' of motifs to find

Click here for more iluonnation on MEME.
Return tol\fEME SYSTEM mb·oduction.

Figure 2.5 Screen of the MEME server showing the possible parameters.

2. The occurrence of the MEME motif distribution was selected.

The selection of the type of distribution improved the sensitivity and quality of the motif search. The

motif distribution menu (Figure 2.5) presented the following choices:
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1. One per sequence

2. Zero or one per sequence

3. Any number of repetitions

The first option assumed that each sequence in the data set contained exactly one occurrence of a

motif. This option was the fastest and most sensitive but the motifs returned by MEME may be "blurry"

ifany ofthe sequences are missing the motifs.

The second option assumed that each sequence may contain at the most one occurrence of each motif.

This option may be useful if it is suspected that some motifs may be missing from the sequence. In that

case, the motifs found were more accurate than using the first option.

The third option assumed that each sequence may contain any number of non-overlapping occurrences

of each motif. 1bis option was useful when it was suspected that motifs repeat multiple times within a

single sequence. In that case, the motifs found were much more accurate than using one of the other

options.

Option 1 was selected for the purpose of this study as the multiple alignment of Clustal X and

DlALIGN indicated one occurrence of each motif.

3. The MEME output alignment file was analysed.

For each motifthat was discovered in the training set, MEME provided the following information:

Simplified Position-Specific Probability Matrix

MEME motifs were represented by position-specific probability matrices that specified the probability

that each possible letter appeared at each possible position in· an occurrence of the motif. The

simplified motif showed the letter probabilities multiplied by 10 rounded to the nearest integer.

Multilevel Consensus Sequence

The multilevel consensus sequence corresponding to the motif aided in remembering and

understanding the motif was calculated from the motif position-specific probability matrix as follows:
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for each column of the motit: the letters in the alphabet were sorted in decreasing order by the

probability with which they were expected to occur in that position of motif occurrences. The sorted

letters were then printed vertically with the most probable letter on top. Only letters with probabilities

of 0.2 or higher at that position in the motif were printed. An example of a multilevel consensus

sequence ofa motif is given in Figure 2.6.

Multilevel TTATGTGAACGACGTCACACT

consensus AA TAG A GA AA

sequence T C TT T

Figure 2.6 Example ofaMEME multilevel consensus sequence.

This multilevel consensus sequence indicated that: firstly, the most likely form ofthe motif can be read

from the top line as TTATGTGAACGACGTCACACT. Secondly, that only letter A had probability more

than 0.2 in position 3 ofthe motit: both T and A had probability greater than 0.2 in position 1. Thirdly,

a rough approximation of the motif could be made by converting the multilevel consensus sequence

into the Prosite (database of protein families and domains) signature: [fA]-[TA]-A-T-[GT}-[Tl-[GA]

A-[AGTJ-C-[GAC]-A-[CGTJ-[GAT]-T-C-A-C-A-[CAT]-[TA].

Occurrences of the Motif

MEME displayed the occurrences (sites) of the motif in the training set. The sites were shown aligned

with each other, and the ten sequence positions preceding and following each site were also shown.

Each site was identified by the name ofthe sequence where it occurred and the position in the sequence

where the site began. The sites were listed in order of increasing statistical significance (p-value). The

p-value of a site was computed from the match score of the site with the position specific scoring

matrix for the motif. The p-value gave the probability of a random string (generated from the

background letter frequencies) having the same match score or higher.
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2.2.3 Phylogenetic procedures

The phylogenetic status of BDV relative to other negative stranded RNA viruses was assessed by

employing a compilation of phylogenetic software programmes, Phylip (version 3.5c) (Felsenstein,

1993). Phylip was freely available from the following website:

http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html and encompassed a diverse package of

phylogenetic software. An overview of the phylogenetic analyses steps followed in this investigation

are outlined in figure 2.7.

STEP 1:

Obtain and check RNA polymerase
sequences from 27 virus species (Genbank

database)

Figure 2.7 Flow diagram of the steps involved in the phylogenetic analysis of RNA negative stranded

VIruses.
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The following steps and software parameters were utilized in the phylogenetic analysis:

1. The RNA virus sequences were obtained as described in section 2.2.1.

Alignment of these sequences was carried out by the Clustal X programme as detailed in section 2.2.

2. The Phylip bootstrapping programme Seqboot was applied to the RNA virus

sequences.

The reliability of different phylogenetic groupings was evaluated by using the bootstrap analysis

offered by the Seqboot programme, (Figure 2.8), (1000 bootstrap replications). Seqboot reads in a data

set, and produces multiple data sets from it by bootstrap resampling. Figure 2.8 provides an outline of

the programme paranleters that were available.

Bootstrapping Sequence Algorithm version 3.573c

Settings for this run:

D Sequence, Morph, Rest, Gene freq Molecular Sequence

J Bootstrap, Jacknife or Permute Bootstrap

R How many replicates? 1000

I Input sequences interleaved Yes

o Terminal type (IBM, PC, ANSI) PC

1 Print out the data at the start of the run No

2 Print indications of progress of run Yes

Are these settings correct (type Y or letter for change)

Figure 2.8 Programme parameters available for the Seqboot programme used for bootstrapping the

RNA virus sequences.
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The parameters used for the Seqboot analysis were selected as follows:

1. Molecular sequences

2. Bootstrap analysis

3. 1000 replicates

4. Input sequences interleaved

3. Two Phylip tree construction programmes Neighbor joining and Protpars were

applied to the bootstrap file

The Neighbor programme, (Figure 2.9) implemented the neighbour joining method (Saitou and Nei,

1987) which sequentially found the nearest pairs of neighbouring sequences that gave the shortest

overall length of the tree. This produced an unrooted tree without the assumption of a clock. The

advantage of using Neighbor is that it analyses large data sets in a very short anlount of time in contrast

to Protpars.

Neighbor-joininglUPGMA method version 3.5

Settings for this run:

U Search for best tree Yes

J Randomize input order of Seq. Yes

o Outgroup Root? Use as outgroup species 1

T Use threshold parsimony? No

I Input sequences interleaved? No

M Analyze multiple data sets? No

o Terminal type (IBM, PC, ANSI) PC

1 Print out the data at the start of the run No

2 Print indications of progress of run Yes

3 Print outtree Yes

4 Write out tree file onto tree file Yes

Are these settings correct (type Y or letter for change)

Figure 2.9 Progranlme parameters available for the Neighbor tree building programme.
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The parameters for the Neighbor programme were selected in the following order:

1. Neighbor-joining tree

2. No outgroup selected

3. Randomize input order of species: Yes

4. Analyze multiple data sets: 1000

. The Protpars programme, (Figure 2.10), implemented the parsimony tree building method, which was

intermediate between Eck and Dayhoff's, (1966) method of allowing transitions between all amino

acids and counting those, and Fitch's, (1971) method of counting the number of nucleotide changes

that would be needed to evolve the protein sequence. Protpars in contrast to Neighbor used global

rearrangement, which means that sub trees were removed from the tree and put back on in all possible

ways so as to have a better chance of finding a more accurate tree. This method however, was very

time consuming.

ProteID Parsimony algorithm, versIOn J.57Jc

Settings for this run:

N Neighbor joining or UPGMA tree? Neighbor joining

o Outgroup Root? Use as outgroup species 1

L Lower triangular data matrix? No

R Upper triangular data matrix? No

T Randmize input order of species? No use input order

M Analyze multiple data sets? No

oTerminal type (IBM, PC, ANSI) PC

1 Print out the data at the start of the run No

2 Print indications of progress of run Yes

3 Print out tree Yes

4 Write out tree file onto tree file Yes

Are these settings correct (type Y or letter for change)

Figure 2.10 Programme parameters available for the Protpars programme.
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The parameters were selected in the following order:

1. Search for best tree: Yes

2. Randomize input order of sequences: Yes

3. Outgroup Root: None selected

4. Use ordinary parsimony

5. Analyze multiple data sets: yes 1000 sets

6. Input sequences interleaved: Yes

4. The reliability of different phylogenetic tree groupings was evaluated by using the

Consenus programme (Figure 2.11).

The Consensus programme was used as the final step in the bootstrap analyses.

Majority-rule andstrict consensus tree programme, version 3.5.7.3c

Settings for this run:

o Outgroup Root? Use as outgroup species 1

R Trees to be treated as Rooted? No

oTerminal type (IBM, PC, ANSI) PC

1 Print out the data at the start of the run No

2 Print indications of progress of run Yes

3 Print outtree Yes

4 Write out tree file onto tree file Yes

Are these settings correct (type Y or letter for change)

Figure 2.11 Programme Parameters ofthe Consensus programme used in the phylogenetic analysis.
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The parameters for the Consensus programme were selected in the following order:

1. Outgroup root: None

2. Trees to be treated as rooted:

5. The subsequent trees were visualized with the Drawgram and Drawtree programmes.

Drawgram plots rooted phylogenies, cladograms, and phenograms in a wide variety of user

controllable formats. The programme was interactive and allowed previewing of the tree on PC

graphics screens. Drawtree was similar to Drawgram however, plotted unrooted phylogenies.

2.3 DETERMINATION OF THE EVOLUTIONARY MUTATION RATE OF BDV

One of the more important estimations for molecular evolutionary analysis is the quantification of the

number of substitutions per site between nucleotide sequences (Ina, 1995; Muse, 1996). It is imperative

to estimate the numbers of synonymous (ds) (silent mutations) and non-synonymous (dn) (amino acid

replacing) substitutions per site separately, as estimates of ds and dn are used not only for

reconstruction of phylogenetic trees but also as a statistical test for a neutral theory of molecular

evolution, (Ina, 1995). Various methods exist for estimating synonymous and non-synonymous

mutations, however until recently none of these were based on a valid statistical footing (Muse, 1996).

Some of these methods have been utilized for an estimation of the mutation of RNA virus sequences

(Saitou, 1987; Haydon et aI., 1998), with several methods exhibiting overestimation and

underestimation of the number of synonymous sites and non-synonymous sites respectively, in

particular with regard to variable sequence data. New methods have been developed which aim to

correct these biases (Ina, 1995). These methods have been used in this study to detect the mode of

evolution i.e. neutral or directed.

2.3.1 Materials

The nucleotide and amino sequences of four open reading frames (ORFs) encoding the nucleoprotein

(P40), phosphoprotein (P24), matrix (gpI8) and glycoprotein (P57) of (i) six different BDV host

species (Table 2.2) and (ii) three BDV strains (Table 2.3) were obtained from the public NCBI
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Genbank database http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank. The BOV strains in table 2.3 refer to two

animal prototype viruses, BOV V and BOV He; and one BOV WR98 strain that was isolated from

human granulocytes (planz et aI., 1999). In some cases the completely sequenced protein was not

available from the genbank database, and thus the partially sequenced protein sequence was used. The

Borna disease virus strain V (BOV V) was utilized as the reference strain for pairwise comparison of

the mutation rates as outlined in section 2.3.2. The BOV human strain used in Table 2.2 represents one

of the first human strains isolated from patients suffering from acute depression (Bode et al., 1996).

Host isolates (Table 2.2) in this study refers to sequences obtained from different host species. These

sequences were only partially sequenced and not classified into the three known BOV strains, BOV V,

BOV He and BOV W R98. Inter-species analysis in this study refers to comparison of host isolates

with the BOV V strain, whereas intra-species analysis refers to comparison of the three known BOV

strains with each other.

Table 2.2 Genbank accession numbers of four Borna disease virus proteins from six different

host species.

Protein accession numbers

BnVhost
p40b pS7 gp18 p24

Year
species submitted

BOVV a U04608 U04608 U04608 U04608 1994

Feline U94863 U94866 U94865 U94864 1997

Canine U94879 U94882 U94881 U94880 1997 .

Ovine U95875 U94878 U94877 U94876 1997

Human U58594 U58597 U58596 U58595 1996

Assine U94871 U94874 U94873 U94872 1997

Total no. of 146 503 142 201
codons

a BDV V (Boma disease virus strain V - equine isolate, used asa reference
strain for pairwise comparison). .

bNote that only 146 codons of the P40 protein for all six species (partial cds) were available
from the genbank database; polymerase and X protein sequences could not be obtained.
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Table 2.3 Genbank accession numbers of five Borna disease virus proteins from three BOV strains.

Protein Accession Numbers

BDV strain p24 gp18 p57
Year

p40 plO
isolated

BDVRW98 AFI58629 AFI58631 AFI58630 AFI58632 AFI58633 1999

BDVHe L27077 L27077 L27077 L27077 L27077 1994

BOVV U04608 U04608 U04608 U04608 U04608 1994 .

2.3.2 Method for the determination of the evolutionary mutation rate.

Pairwise comparison of BDV protein sequences was performed, by using the BOV V strain as a

reference strain, and observed nucleotide differences between two sequences were classified into four

categories, (Figure 2.12). When the two compared codons differed at one position the classification

was obvious. If they differed in two or three positions, there were two or six pathways along which one

codon could change into another. All of these pathways occur when classifying different mutations:

I. Synonymous transitions: The substitution of a purine for a purine or a pyrimidine for a pyrimidine.

2. Synonymous transversions (the substitution of a purine for a pyrimidine or vice versa).

3. Non-synonymous transitions.

4. Non-synonymous transversions.
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eTe (Leu)TTA (Leu)

Non-synonymous Non-synonymous transition
transversion as: as:
1. A changes to C 1. T mutates to C
2. Codon change 2. Codon change

L..- ~ ne (Phe) ------.,L-- ---'
~ ~

eTA (Leu)

Synonymous transition as:
1. C mutates to T
2. No codon change

Synonymous transversion
as:
1. C mutates to A
2. No codon change

Figure 2.12 Representation illustrating the classification method for differentiating between

synonymous and non-synonymous differences between a pair of codons.

The nucleotide substitutions were converted into a percentage by dividing the number of nucleotide

substitutions for each protein by the number of codons specific for each protein and multiplying the

amount by a 100. This was done in order to enable comparison between the host and virus sequence

analysis.

The number of synonymous (ds) substitutions (silent mutations) and non-synonymous (dn) mutations

(amino acid replacing mutation) per synonymous and non-synonymous site at the ith nucleotide

position was quantified by a site-by-site comparison of sequence pairs (Table 2.2 and Table 2.3) using

the method developed by Ina, (1995). The method used to estimate the synonymous (ds) and non

synonymous (dn) ratio is briefly summarized below, followed by a table defining the symbols used in

the formula and a detailed description ofthe formulae used.

1. The Transitionffransversion (TS) ratio (i.e. the number of transitions/ the number of transversions

occurring in a pair of codons) using base codon frequencies from the real data through a pairwise

sequence comparison was estimated.

2. The number of synonymous and non-synonymous sites respectively was counted using the estimated

Transitionffransversion (TS) ratio and the observed base (codon) frequencies.
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3. The number of synonymous and non-synonymous differences (both transition and transversion) was

counted using the transition/transversion ratio and the codon frequencies.

4. The synonymous and non-synonymous distance ratio was calculated by correcting for multiple hits

by using Kimura's (1983) two parameter model.

Table 2.4 Definition of major symbols used in the synonymous and non-synonymous mutation

formula.

Symbol Definition

S Number of synonymous sites in a sequence (S=si)

N Number of non-synonymous sites in a sequence (N= 3L-S)

L Number of codons in the sequence

ds Number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site

dn Number of non-synonymous substitutions per non-synonymous site

STs Synonymous transitional difference between 2 codons

STy Synonymous transversional difference between 2 codons

NTs Non-synonymous transitional difference between 2 codons

NTv Non-synonymous transversional difference between 2 codons

Ps Represents the ratio of synonymous transitional differences (Ps= STs\S)

Qs Represents the ratio of synonymous transversional differences (QS=STV\S)

The average transition/transversion ratio (TS) for synonymous base substitutions was estimated from

the ratio of observed unambiguously synonymous transitional and transversional differences between

codons that differ at only one position from all possible pairwise sequence comparisons.

The total numbers of non-synonymous and synonymous sites for a given nucleotide sequence of L

codons (number of codons in a given sequence) were estimated by S=:Esi and N= 3L-S respectively,
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where L represented the summation of§i (the number of synonymous sites for codon i) over all codons

in the nucleotide sequence. To avoid under- and overestimation of substitution rates the numbers of

synonymous and non-synonymous differences were estimated by considering transitional and

transversional changes separately (lna, 1995).

STs, ij and STV, ij denoted the numbers of synonymous transitional and transversional differences between

codons i and j, respectively. Furthermore, nTS,ij and DTV,ij represented the numbers of non-synonymous

transitional and transversional differences, respectively, between codons i and j. When only one

nucleotide difference was observed between a pair of codons, only one synonymous or non

synonymous difference was attributed. This difference was further sub divided into one transversional

and transitional difference. When two or three nucleotide differences were observed between a pair of

. codons, assignment of the differences was complex as two or more possible pathways between the

codon pairs were involved. If a stop codon was involved in a pathway, the pathway was eliminated

from assignment of nucleotide differences. As substitution of stop codons does not occur such a

pathway does not appear in the evolutionary process (lna, 1995).

The total numbers of synonymous transitional (STs) and transversional (STV) differences between two

nucleotide sequences was quantified by the following formulae STs= LST.,ij and STv= LSTnij. where L

represented the summation of STs,ij and STv,ij, over all codon pairs between the two nucleotide

sequences. Similarly, the total numbers of non-synonymous transitional (NTs) and transversional (NTv)

differences between the two nucleotide sequences were estimated by applying NTs=L DTs.ij and

NTv=LOTv,ij, respectively.

The ratio of synonymous transitional (Ps) and transversional (Qs) differences were estimated by:

It was assumed that mutations follow Kimura's (1983) two parameter model (J"Tc=l-crAAG= AeA and

ATA=ATG=l-cA=l-cG=AArAAc=AcT=Aed. Therefore in order to correct multiple substitutions Kimura's

(1983) formula was applied. The estimate of ds was obtained by:

V
ds= -1\210 «1-2Ps-Qs) 1-2Qs)
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To calculate the variance of ds, a derived fonnula for the sampling variance was used (Kimura, 1983).

V(ds) = (8ds/8Psi V(Ps) + (8ds\OQs) V(Qs) + 2 (8ds\8Ps . 8ds\OQs)

= 1\S (a2ps + b2Qs- (aPs+bQsi)

where a= 1\(1-2Ps-Qs)

b= 0.5 (1\1-2Ps-Qs + 1\1-2Qs)

2.3.3 Investigation of a neutral model of evolution.

To determine whether or not the observed frequency distribution of multiple hit sites was consistent

with that expected from a simple Poisson model of synonymous substitution (Haydon et aI., 1998), for

each data (Table 2.2 and 2.3) set it was estimated how many 1st and 3rd codon position sites received

0, 1, 2, and 3 unambiguously identifiable synonymous substitutions. This information was used to

calculate average synonymous hit rates for 1st and 3rd codon positions combined. These per site

averages were used to construct the expected frequency distribution of multiple hit sites if the same

number of substitution events over the appropriate number of sites according to a Poisson distribution:

Poisson parameter).. = the number of 1st and 3rd codon positions which have received 0, 1, 2 and 3

identifiable synonymous substitutions.

If X is a Poisson random variable with parameter A., then

PX(K) = ()..)Ke-1.

K!

Where k =0,1,2, .....

The two site distributions were compared using a Chi-square test. If the expected multiple hit

distribution was found to differ from the observed distribution it was concluded that the actual process

of synonymous substitution was not homogenous and independent over all sites, as assumed by the

Poisson distribution, (Haydon et aI., 1998).
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS OF THE BORNA DISEASE VIRUS (BDV) ANALYSES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The results of this investigation will be discussed under the following general major headings:

1. Alignment and phylogenetic analysis of negative stranded RNA viruses with the aim of

detennining the mostsuitable BOV taxonomic classification.

2. Estimation of the mutation rate ofa number ofBOV host species and three different BOV

strains, as well as their mode of evolution.

3.2 ALIGNMENT AND PHYLOGENETIC ANALYSIS OF RNA NEGATIVE

STRANDED VIRUSES: TAXONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

The diverse nature of RNA viruses has created difficulties in identifying sequence relationships

between RNA viruses which in turn has complicated taxonomic classification. The first

researchers identifying sequence relationships from several positive stranded RNA viruses

discovered a particular conserved positive stranded RNA motif consisting of a Gly-Asp-Asp

(GOD) triplet, prevalent in the polymerase protein. Further research into the classification of

negative stranded viruses has indicated that in contrast to the GOO motiffound in positive stranded

viruses the GOD motif is present as a Gly-Asp-Asn (GDN) motif in negative stranded viruses. The

GDO and GDN motif were found in several different RNA virus species, suggesting that many

viral species, across many hosts, and with great variety in structural and infective features and

genomic organization are related and provided an accurate basis of classification in a taxonomical

classification.
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3.2.1 Alignment analysis

The polymerase protein sequences of the Borna disease virus and a number of other negative

stranded RNA viruses were selected to determine the taxonomic status of BDV. The sequences

were aligned with the latest version of the Clustal X (version 1.8, 2000) software package

(Thompson, Higgins and Gibson, 1994).

Figure 3.1 Clustal X alignments of the amino acid sequences of the conserved regions of 21 viral

negative stranded RNA dependent RNA polymerase proteins. The consensus patterns

of conserved amino acid residues are shown in the lines above the respective blocks of

sequences. Asterisks (*) denote positions, which have a single, fully conserved

residue; colon (:) denotes positions which have a strongly conserved group and full

stop (.) denotes positions, which have a weakly conserved group. Residues in bold,

indicate the GDN conserved residues. Coloured blocks indicate conserved polymerase

motifs (i,I,II,III,N,v,vi).

II

BDVV TMGEGHRQKLTITIL 541
BDVHE TMGEGHRQKLTITIL 491
Rabies GGLEGLRQKG~SLV 716
VSV GGLEGLRQKGTITIL 700
VHSV GGIEGLCQYVTITIC 674
SRV GGIEGLCQYVTITIC 673
IHNV GGIEGLCQYVTITIC 674
Marburg GGIEGLQQKLTITCI 732
Ebola GGIEGLQQKLTITSI 729
HPIV3 GGIEGFCQKLTITLI 785
BPIV3 GGIEGFCQKLTITLI 760
SENDAI GGIEGYCQKLTITLI 760
Measles GGIEGYCQKLTITIS 760
Rinderpest GGIEGYCQKLTITIS 760
CDV GGVEGYCQKLTITIS 760
Mumps GGIEGLCQKLTITMI 766
Simian GGIEGLCQKATITMI 760
NDV GGIE GLCQKL TITMI 738
RTYV AGKEGIRQKATITIM 706
SYNV SGKEGLRQKGTITIT 735
HRSV GGIEG~CQKLTITIE 798
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IV

BDVY
BDVHE
Rabies
VSN
VHSV
SRV
IHNV
Marburg
Ebola
HiPIV3
B~[V3
SEND}!.I
Measles
'Rinde rpe-s t
CDY
Mumps
simian
NDV
RTYV
SYNV
HRSV

The Clustal X multiple alignment consists of seven distinct blocks of amino acid residues (Figure

3.1), which could be considered as extensively conserved motifs. Motifs i-N have been described

previously (designated as A, B, C and D by Briese et al., 1994) whereas motifs v and vi are newly

identified. Several amino acid residues were strictly conserved in all polymerase sequences,

namely Lys126, Glu127, Glu129, Arg 129, Phe137, Arg136 and Glu144 in motif i; Asp198 and

Arg206 in motif T, Glu271, Gly 272, Asp 275 and Trp 178 in motif 11, Gly 303, Asp 204 and

Asn305 in motif ID which form part of the well known GDN motif; Arg 648, Trp 651, Gly 663

and Pro 667 in motif v, Gly 710 and Thr713 in motif vi.
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In order to confIrm the presence of the newly discovered v and vi motifs two different alignment

programmes, DIALIGN (version 3.0, 2002) and MEME (version 3.0, 2001), were utilized to align

the negative stranded RNA viruses.

BOVV 22
BOVHE 22
Rabies 20
VSV 21
VHSV 21
say 21
IHNV 21
Ha.:rburq 33
Ebo~... 33
HPIV3 31
BPIV3 31
SENDAI 31
H •• s.1...s 31
Rinderpest 31
COV 31
HUlRps 35
S .i:m. ian. 35
RDV 33
IIlTlnT 21
SYJrIV 18
Hasv 35

PYLEGCTYLA AKQLRRLTWG RDLVGVTMPF VAEQFH--PH SSVGAKAELY
PYLEGCTYLA AKQLRRLTWG RDLVGVTMPF VAEQFH--PH SSVGAKAELY
-RVWPCSSER ADLLREISWG RKVVGTTVPH PSEMLGllPK SSI---S--
CKMUJTCSATH ADTLRYKSWG RTVIGTTVPH PLEMLG--PQ HRKETp---
ETLWTCSTQQ AKKLRDLSWG KNIIGVTSPS PLEATR--FK LIDPISW--
AEDWECSTQR AKIERDSSWG KNVIGVTSPS PVEAMS--YR LVDPST"~-

VTMY~CSTVL AKELRDTSWG KNIIGGT$PS PIEAME--TI QIDPTEW--
CTVDVANFLR AYSWSDVLKG KRLIGATLPC LLEQFE--VK WINLSEdlre
CTVDLAQILR EYSWAHILEG RPLIGATLPC MIEQFK--VF WLKPYEQ--
CSVDLAIALR QKMWIHLSGG RMISGLETPD PLELLS--GV VITGSEH--
CSVDLAISLR QKMWMHLSGG RMINGLETPD PLELLS--GV IITGSEH--
CSVELAVGLR QKMWIHLTYG RPIHGLETPD PLELLR--GT FIEGSEV--
CSVQLARALR SHMWARLARG RPIYGLEVPD VLESMR--GH LIRRHET--
CSVQLARALR SHMWARLARG RPIYGLEVPD VLESMR--GH LIQRHAT--
CSVQLARALR NHMWAKLAKG RPIYGLEVPD ILESMK--GY MIRRHES--
CSIDIARSLR KLSWATLLNG RPIEGLETPD PIELVH--GC LIIGSDE--
CSIDIARNLR KLSWAPLLGG RNLEGLETPD PIEI~--GA LIVGSGY--
CSLTLAD,~R NRSWSPLTGG RKILGVSNPD TIELVE--GE ILSVSGG--
---DGCSRII ADECRTKGWG KPVLGVTVPT PFEYLQ--IS WTDEH-I--
HAIGSCPTRD SKMLRNfrITWG KNIIGVTTFH PLGYLK--RE RHSESSS--
SITELSKYVR ERSWS1---- SNIVGVTSPS IMYTMD--IK YTTST-I---
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BOVHE
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VSV
VHSV
say
IHNV
Harburg
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HPIV3
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SEKDAX
Meas1es
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COV
Humps
S .i.In.i.an
RDV
aTlnT
SYNV
HRSV

86
86
82
86
86
86
86

129
107

99
99
99
97
97
97

101
101

99
75
80
85

~----LTTRG

-----LTTRG
SFDQSFSSRG
dV---FSSRG
SSKTAHTTRG
ISHQARLERG
DE <;;[rA KL 'I'RG
SVNRLAt'JTIG
NA.. SRI SfiJTIG
IG SJ\.E 'Il3 IS S
IGSAE'IGIAS
LD'I'LTNGSPA
LDDIDKETSS
LDDIDRETSA
LDSITEGTSA
LDNDPASNPP
IGGDPRDNPP
LTDDTSKNPP
DRQVTTETLG
-----ELRRG

\fN5LTRGERG

DQPLYLGSNT
DQPLYLGSNT
FLKGi:'LGSST
PLPAYLGSKT
PLVPYFGTQT
PLVPY'YGTQT
FLVP'fYGTQT
NRAPYIGSRT
DGIPYIGSRT
LRVPYFGSVT
LRVFYFGSVT
IRIFYFGSAT
LRVPYIGSTT
LRVPYIGSTT
LRVPYIGSTT
IRVPYIGSKT
IRVPYIGSRT
MRVPYLGSKT
PCKPYLGAYT
QFRPYFGSYT
PTKPWVGSST

AVK--VQR-G
AVT--VQR-G
SMSTQLFH-A
SESTSILQ-P
KPL-- IAK-A
QPL-- IAK-A
KPL--VAK-A
EDK-- IGY-P
EDK-- IGQ-P
DER--SEA-Q
DER--SEA-Q
DER--SEA-Q
DER--TDM-K
DER--TDM-K
EER--'IDM-K
DER--RVA-S
DER--RVA-S
Ql"R-- RAA-S
KEK-- FKMTE
EEK--FKMTr
QEK--KTM-P

EI'IGLTKSRA
EI'IGLTKSRA
Ii'JEKVTNV.HVV
WERESKVPLI
YMELKGNPRT
YNELKGNPKT
YLELKGNPRT
PLRVNCPSAA
AIKPKCPSAA
LGYIKNLSKP
LGYIKNLSKP
LG"YVRN"LSKP
LAFVRAPSRS
LAFVKSPSQS
LAEVKSPSRS
MA -::r:-I KGA SV S
MAYIRGASSS
LAKIAliMSPH
VAAAYGDEDV
LA SA YGDESI
VYNRQVLTKK

ANLVRDTLVL
ANLVKDTLVL
KRALSLKESI
KRA'I'RLRDAI
NKALQLLSMR
NKAIMLLSLR
NKALLLLSVR
LKEAIEMVSR
LREAIELASR
AKAAIRIAMI
AKAA.IRIAMI
AKAAIRIAMV
LRSAVRIATV
LRSAVRIATV
LKSAVRIATV
LKSALRLAGV
LKAVLRLAGV
VKAALRASSV
LSKSLRILKI
LKRAIKIQKL
QRDQIDLLAK
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Figure 3.2 DIALIGN alignment of the amino acid sequences of the conserved regions of 21 viral

negative stranded RNA dependent RNA polymerase proteins. The consensus patterns

of conserved amino acid residues are shown in the lines below the respective blocks

of sequences. Aligned residues are indicated by capital letters, non-aligned residues

by lower case residues) and gaps by (-). Regions ofmaximum similarity are

represented by plus signs. Coloured blocks indicate conserved polymerase

motifs (v,vi).
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The alignment generated by DIALIGN (Figure 3.2) confirms the results from the Clustal X (Figure

3.1) alignment. Motifs v and vi exhibit a higher degree of conserved residues when aligned with

the DIALIGN programme.

Multilevel WGR IIGLTT D LE

consensus

sequence

K N L VEV I

NAME P·VALUE SITES

VHSV 9.25e-16 QQAKKLRDLS WGKNIIGVTS S L E ATRFKLIDPI

SENOAI 1.78e-14 LRQKMWIHLT YGR I G LET D L E LLRGTFIEGS

VSV 1.78e-14 THADTLRYKS WGRTVIGTTV H L E MLGPQHRKET

BPIV3 2.01e-14 LRQKMWMHLS GGRMINGLET D L E LLSGVIITGS

Rinderpest 2.55e-14 LRSHMWARLA R G R IYGLEV DV L E SMRGHLIQRH

Measles 2.55e-14 LRSHMWARLA R G R IYGLEV DV L E SMRGHLIRRH

SRV 2.86e-14 QRAKIERDSS WGKNVIGVTS S V E AMSYRLVDPS

Mumps 3.22e-14 LRKLSWATLL NGR I E G LET D I E LVHGCLIIGS

HPIV3 5.67e-14 LRQKMWIHLS G G R M I S G LET D L E LLSGWITGS

IHNV 5.67e-14 VLAKELRDTS WGKNIIGGTS S I E AMETIQIDPT

COV 6.33e-14 LRNHMWAKLA K G R IYGLEV D I L E SMKGYMIRRH

Simian 9.78e-14 LRKLSWAPLL GGRNLEGLET D I E I TAGALIVGS

RTYV 1.0ge-13 IIADECRTKG WGK VLGVTV T F E YLQISWTDEH

SYNV 1.21e-13 RDSKMLRNWT WGKNIIGVTT L G YLKRERHSES

BOVHE 1.21e-13 LAAKQLRRLT WGRDLVGVTM FVAE QFHPHSSVGA

BOW 1.21e-13 LAAKQLRRLT WGRDLVGVTM FVAE QFHPHSSVGA

Rabies 1.34e-13 ERADLLREIS WGRKVVGTTV 1: S E MLGLLPKSSI

Ebola 9.63e-12 LREYSWAHIL E G R L I GAT L C M I E QFKVFWLKPY

NOV 3.36e-11 ARNRSWSPLT GGRKILGVSN D TIE LVEGEILSVS

Marburg 1.25e-10 LRAYSWSDVL K G K R L I GAT L eLL E QFEVKWINLS

HRSV 3.73e-08 LSKYVRERSW SLSNIVGVTS S I M Y TMDIKYTTST

Figure 3.3a MEME alignment of the amino acid sequences of the conserved regions of 21 viral

negative stranded RNA dependent RNA polymerase proteins. The multilevel

consensus sequence indicates that the most likely form of the motif can be read from

the top line as WGRPIGLTTPDLE. Aligned residues are indicated in colours and the

sites are listed in order of increasing statistical significance (p-value). The coloured

block indicates conserved polymerase motifv.
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The MEME alignment (Figure 3.3a and 3.3b) confirms the results obtained from the CLUSTAL X

(Figure 3.1) and DIALIGN (Figure 3.2) programme. Motif v and vi are structurally conserved and

BDV V, BDV HE and the Rabies polymerase protein have a high probability of containing these

motifs.

Multilevel TRG v YIGSxTDERTxAxL

consensus LL L K M

sequence F

Motivvi

NAME P-VALUE SITES

Rinderpest 4.84e-19 NCQLDDIDRE TSALRV YIGSTTDERTDMKL AFVKSPSQSL

Measles 1.04e-18 GCQLDDIDKE TSSLRV YIGSTTDERTDMKL AFVRAPSRSL

COV 1.21e-18 NCQLDSITEG TSALRV YIGSTTEERTDMKL AFVKSPSRSL

Mumps 2.87e-17 GIRLDNDPAS N IRV YIGSKTDERRVASM AYIKGASVSL

Simian 4.20e-17 GIEIGGDPRD N IRV YIGSRTDERRVASM AYIRGASSSL

NOV 7.77e-17 NIELTDDTSK N MRV YLGSKTQERRAASL AKIAHMSPHV

HPIV3 7.77e-17 NIKIGSAETG ISSLRV YFGSVTDERSEAQL GYIKNLSKPA

VHSV 9.8ge-17 PSLSSKTAHT TRG LV YFGTQTK LIAKAY MELKGNPRTN

BPIV3 2.53e-16 NLNIGSAETG IASLRV YFGSVTDERSEAQL GYIKNLSKPA

SENOAI 5.57e-16 NIDLDTLTNG S AIRI YFGSATDERSEAQL GYVRNLSKPA

IHNV 2.25e-15 AGMDEQTAKL TRGFLV YYGTQTK LVAKAY LELKGNPRTN

SRV 5.08e-15 PSLISHQARL ERG LV YYGTQTQ LIAKAY NELKGNPKTN

SYNV 7.56e-15 TKRIGNSWEL RRGQFR YFGSYTEEKFKMTT LASAYGDESI

RTYV 2.18e-14 SNQDRQVTTE TLG CK YLGAYTKEKFKMTE VAAAYGDEDV

Marburg 8.57e-14 KHPSVNRLAW TIGNRA YIGSRTEDKIGY LRVNCPSAAL

Ebola 1.33e-13 AWPNASRISW TIGDGI YIGSRTEDKIGQ A IKPKCPSAAL

BOW 2.23e-13 QETLRSHHLT TRGDQ LYLGSNTAVKVQRGE ITGLTKSRAA

HRSV 1.07e-12 KYNVNSLTRG ERG TK WVGSSTQEKKTM V YNRQVLTKKQ

BOVHE 1.72e-12 QETLRSHHLT TRGDQ LYLGSNTAVTVQRGE ITGLTKSRAA

Rabies 2.02e-11 VLPSFDQSFS SRG LKGYLGSSTSMSTQLF AWEKVTNVHV
VSV 2.4ge-11 CPDGIHDVFS SRG L AYLGSKTSESTSILQ PWERESKVPL

Figure 3.3b MEME alignment of the amino acid sequences of the conserved regions of 21 viral

negative stranded RNA dependent RNA polymerase proteins. The multilevel

consensus sequence indicates that the most likely form of the motif can be read from

the top line as TRGPRVPxIGSxTDERTxAxL. Aligned residues are indicated in

colours and the sites are listed in order of increasing statistical significance (p-va1ue).

The coloured block indicates conserved polymerase motif vi.
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The discovery of structural motifs v and vi indicates that these motifs have a particular function. In

order to examine the relevance of the newly discovered BDV polymerase protein v and vi motifs in

comparison to other BDV proteins, the BDV proteins were aligned with the BDV V and Rabies

polymerase protein. It is known that the BDV p40 protein has a nuclear localization signal that

interacts with the BDV polymerase protein (Schwemmle et al., 1998). The BDV p40 nucleoprotein

was the only protein that aligned between the polymerase protein motifs N and vi (Figure 3.4).

BDVpol
Rabies
BDVP40

LPTPATLPSVFFRGMSDPLPFQLALLQTLIKTTGVTCS----LVNRVVKLRIAPYPDWLS 754
VSG-MSLGRFHIRQFSDPVSEGLSFWREIWLSSHESWlHALCHEAGNPDLGERTLESFTR 959
------------------------------------------------------MPPKRR 6

BDVpol
Rabies
BDVP40

LVTDPTSLNIAQVYRPERQIRRWIEEAIATSSHSSRIATFFQQPLTEMAQ-LLARDLST
LLEDPTTLNIKGGASPTILLKDAIRKALYDEVDKVENSEFREAILLSKTHRDNFILFLKS
LVDDADAMEDQDLYEPPASLPKLPGKFLQYTVGGSD-------PHPGIGHEKDIRQNAVA

812
1019

59
*: *. . .. *

BDVpol
Rabies
BDVP40

MMPLRPRDMSALFALSNVAYGLSI IDLFQKSSTVVSASQAVHI EDVALESVRYKES I IQG
VEPLFPRFLSELFSSSFLGIPESIIGLIQNSRTIRRQFRKSLSRTLEES---FYNSEIHG
LLDQSRRDMFHTVTPSLVFLCLLIPGLHAAFVHGGVPRESYLSTPVTRGEQTVVKTAKFY

872
1076

119

*

BDVpol LLDTTEGY
Rabies INRMTQTP
BDVP40 GEKTTQRD

* :

* * *

VGVTMP FVAEQF-HPHSSVGAKAEL
GTTVPHPSEMLGLLPKSSI SCTCGA

SSSKlKAGAEQIKKRFKTMMAALNRP
: *

930
1136

176

BDVpol YLDAIIYCPQETLRSHHLTT GPQPLYL~§Nr~¥ QRGEITGLTKSRAANLVRDTLVLH 990
Rabies TGGGNPRVSVSVLPSFDQSF SRGPLKGYLGSSTS STQLFHAWEKVTNVHVVKRALSLK 1196
BDVP40 SHGETATLLQMFNPHEAIDW NGQ~WVGSFVLSLL TDFESPGKEFMDQIKLVASYAQMT 236

* : : *

Figure 3.4 Clustal X Alignment of the conserved amino acid sequences of the BDV V (BDVpol)

and Rabies polymerase protein with the BDV V p40 nucleoprotein. The consensus

patterns of conserved amino acid residues are shown in the lines above the respective

blocks of sequences. Asterisks (*) denote positions, which have a single, fully

conserved residue; colon (:) denotes positions which have a strongly conserved group

and full stop denotes positions, which have a weakly conserved group. Coloured

blocks indicate conserved polymerase motifs (v,vi). Red residues indicate the nuclear

localization signal of the BDV p40 protein.
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These alignment results (Figure 3.4) indicate that the BDV p40 protein aligns at its nuclear

localization signal (MPPKRRLVDDADA) between motifs IV and vi of the BDV polymerase

protein. An overview of the alignment results (Figure 3.1, 3.2, 3.3a, 3.3b and 3.4) with respect to

the amino acid sequence of the BDV polymerase protein is provided in Figure 3.5.

BDVV Motif i I 11 III IV v vi

Residue position

1 ~6 447 518 553 586 8W 958 1600

Figure 3.5 Summary of alignment results showing BDV V motifi (light blue), I (green), IT

(yellow), III (purple), IV (pink) , v (blue) and vi (grey) and the corresponding residue

position in the BDV V polymerase protein. The alignment position of the BDV p40

nucleoprotein with the BDV polymerase protein is represented as a red block. X

indicates the position of the BDV p40 nuclear localization signal relative to the BDV

polymerase protein.

3.2.2 Phylogenetic analysis of the BDV taxonomic status

The phylogenetic status of the BDV virus was assessed by employing programmes available in the

Phylip compilation of programmes, version 3.5c (Felsenstein, 1993). Two tree construction

programmes were implemented: (a) The Neighbor programme which utilizes the neighbour joining

method (Saitou and Nei, 1987) which sequentially finds the nearest pairs of neighbouring

sequences that give the shortest overall length of the tree, (b) the Protpars programme which

utilizes the parsimony tree building method which is character based and examines each site

(character) in a sequence separately (Felsenstein, 1993). The reliability of different phylogenetic

groupings was evaluated by using the bootstrap analysis through the Seqboot program (1000

bootstrap replications). A consensus of the most probable phylogenetic tree was obtained through
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the Consensus program and the subsequent trees were visualized with the Drawgram (produces

rooted trees) and Drawtree (produces unrooted trees) programmes. Figure 3.2a and Figure 3.2b

present the results of the parsimony analysis with Figure 3.6a indicating a rooted tree and Figure

3.6b indicating an unrooted tree. Figure 3.7 presents the results of the neighbourhood analysis

based on a rooted tree.

Figure 3.6a Phylogenetic analysis ofnegative stranded RNA polymerase protein sequences

according to a parsimony analysis based on a rooted tree. Segmented viral

polymerases are indicated in blue, whereas nonsegmented viral polymerases are

indicated in Red. Rhabdo refers to Rhabdoviridae and Ortho refers to

Orthomyxoviridae. The position of BDV is indicated by the dashed block. The black

lines indicate tree branches. Percentage bootstrap support is indicated by the

numerical values.
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The overall phy10genetic scheme of the negative RNA viral polymerase proteins in Figure 3.6a was

split into nonsegmented (red) and segmented (blue) viral polymerase proteins. In addition the RNA

viruses were divided into their respective families, namely viruses were grouped according to their

Rhabdoviridae classification (Rabies virus, Sonchus Yellow Net virus (SYNV), Viral Haemorrhagic

Septicaemia (VHS), Vesicular Stomatitis Virus (VSV)) and Orthomyxoviridae: (Influenza A, B, C,

Thogoto virus) classification.

The above tree strongly (99% -100%) related the Borna disease virus strain V and He to the family

Rhabdoviridae and did not place the Bornaviridae in a separate classification, which is supported

by the unrooted tree displayed in Figure 3.6b

Toscana

Uukuniemi

Hantaan
Bunyamwera

l
InflUenZac

InfluenzaA Thogoto

rthomyxoviridae ]

Sendai

RSV [

Measles

Rhabdoviridae

r----
DVHe I

I
~......__BDVVI

--llOIIr----IHNV

VHSV

Figure 3.6b Phy10genetic analysis ofnegative stranded RNA polymerase protein sequences

according to a parsimony analysis based on an unrooted tree. The position of BDV is

indicated by the dashed block. The black lines indicate tree branches.

Figure 3.6b quite clearly classifies the Borna disease virus with the Rhabdoviridae family by

placing viruses belonging to the Rhabdoviridae grouping and Bornaviridae grouping onto the same
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tree branch or node. As with Figure 3.6a the RNA viruses are grouped into their respective

Orthomyxoviridae and Rhabdoviridae families.

The results of the neighbour joining analysis (Figure 3.7) related the Borna disease virus (54 %)

with the family Rhabdoviridae. Similar to the results displayed in Figures 3.6a and 3.6b the

viruses belonging to the Orthomyxoviridae and Rhabdoviridae families were grouped together.

" J 0 rth 0

Figure 3.7 Phylogenetic analysis of negative stranded RNA polymerase protein sequences based

on a rooted tree. Percentage bootstrap support is indicated by the values at each node.

Rhabdo refers to Rhabdoviridae and Ortho refers to Orthomyxoviridae. The position of

BDV is indicated by the dashed block. The black lines indicate tree branches. The

scheme is based primarily on the neighbourhood joining analysis of the sequences

aligned in Figure 3.1.
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3.3 ESTIMATION OF THE EVOLUTIONARY MUTATION RATE OF THE

BORNA DISEASE VIRUS

In this study the mutation rate of inter-species BDV sequences (Feline, Canine, Ovine, Human and

Assine) and intra-species BDV strains (V, He, and RW98) was estimated using a method

developed by Ina, (1995). This method was used to shed some light on the evolutionary nature of

the Borna disease vinlS (BOY) and to examine whether BOV proteins are under positive or neutral

selection. The following BOV proteins were investigated: p40 nucleoprotein, p57 glycoprotein,

p24 phosphoprotein, gp18 matrix protein and plO X protein.

3.3.1 Results ofthe comparison of BDV inter-species (host) and intra-species

(virus) sequences

.The results detailed in this section represent the results of a mutation analysis where pairwise

comparison of BOV protein ONA sequences was performed, by using the BOV V strain as a

reference strain. Pairwise in this case refers to BOV strain comparison as follows:

1. Inter-species host strain comparison with the BDV V strain for example (BDV V

and Feline, BDV V and Canine, BDV V and Assine, BOV V and Ovine, BDV V·

and Human).

2. Intra-species virus strain comparison (BDV V and BDV He, BDV V and

BDVRW98).

Observed codon nucleotide differences between two paired sequences were classified into

synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions.

The results in this section have been divided into:

1. Synonymous substitution results (Tables 3.1a and 3.1b).

2. Non-synonymous substitution results (Tables 3.2a and 3.2b).

3. Transition/transversion ratio results (Tables 3.3a and 3.3b).

4. Synonymous and non-synonymous mutation rate results (Tables 3.4a and 3.4b).
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1. Results of the synonymous substitutions analysis

The percentage of synonymous substitutions and the corresponding nucleotide substitution,

transition or transversion, for the pairwise inter-species (host sequences) and intra-species (virus

sequences) comparison is displayed in Table 3.la and Table 3.lb respectively. Transition referred

to the frequency of a nucleotide base substitution (a-g or c-t) whereas transversion referred to a

nucleotide base substitution that changes the ring structure, for example a-c, a-t, g-c, g-t.

The inter-species pairwise companson (Table 3.la) examined the average frequency of

synonymous substitutions of various BDV host species (Feline, Canine, Ovine, Human and Assine)

and their respective p40 nucleoprotein (146 codons), p57 glycoprotein (503 codons), gpl8 matrix

protein (142 codons) and p24 phosphoprotein (201 codons). Only 146 codons of the p40 protein

across all host species were available and no sequences for the plO protein could be obtained. This

is relevant as normally the p40 nucleoprotein consists of 371 codons. The comparison of

synonymous substitutions from three BDV strains: V, He, and RW98 and their respective p40

nucleoprotein (371 codons), p57 glycoprotein (503 codons), gpl8 matrix protein (142 codons), p24

phosphoprotein (201 codons) and plO X protein (89 codons) are displayed in Table 3.lb.

The nucleotide substitutions were converted into a percentage by dividing the number of nucleotide

substitutions for each protein by the number of codons specific for each protein and multiplying the

amount by a 100. This was done in order to enable comparison between the host and virus

sequence analysis.

The inter-species (host) analysis (Table 3.la) indicated that most of the codons exhibited a

transition substitution of a nucleotide base, for example a-g (152.52 in total), or c-t (221.56 in total)

(displayed in blue) with very few codons exhibiting a transversion substitution for example a-c (8),

a-t (15.5), g-c (0), or g-t (8) (displayed in red). The p57 glycoprotein had the most numerous

synonymous mutations across all codons followed by the p40 nucleoprotein and the p24

phosphoprotein. The transversion substitutions were predominantly in the Leucine, Threonine,

Isoleucine and Valine codons.
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Table 3.1a Comparison of the total number of synonymous substitutions (%) occurring in

protein codons of six species. Borna disease virus strain V proteins were compared

with Feline, Canine, Ovine, Human and Assine protein sequences respectively and

the percentage of nucleotide bases that changed for each codon was totalled. The p40

nucleoprotein, pS? glycoprotein, gp18 matrix protein and p24 phosphoprotein were

examined. Transition (a-g, c-t) and transversion (a-c, a-t, g-c, or g-t) nucleotide

substitutions are indicated in blue and red, respectively.

CodonName Codon symbol and Total % of nucleotide base changes per codon
nucleotide sequence

mutation p40' pS7 gp18 p24

Serine S tee-tet 9.6 2.6 12.2 0
teg-tea 11.5 2.6 6.1 4.2
age-agt 0 6.5 0 0

Leucine L etg-ttg 7.7 1.96 4.1 8.3
ete-ett 3.8 3.9 6.1 2.1
eta-etg 5.8 2.6 8.2 8.3
eta-tta 0 5.2 0 0
eta-ttg 0 1. 96 0 0
etg-ett 0 0.7 0 0
eta-ett 0 1.3 0 4.2

Glycine G gga-ggg 9.6 4.6 8.2 4.2
gge-ggt 0 3.3 8.2 0

Threonine T aeg-aea 5.8 2.6 0 0
ace-act 0 1.3 6.1 4.2
aee-aea 0 2.6 0 0
aeg-aet 0 0.7 0 0

Isoleucine I ata-att 5.8 0 0 0
ate-att 5.8 2.6 6.1 2.1
ate-ata 0 3.3 0 2.1

Glutamate E gag-gaa 5.8 0 2.0 4.2
Proline P eea-eeg 5.8 0 0 0

eee-eet 0 4.5 2.0 0
Glutamine Q eag-eaa 7.7 3.9 0 0
Cysteine C tgt-tge 3.8 4.5 0 0
Valine V gtt-gtg 1.9 2.6 0 0

gta-gtg 0 1.96 0 4.2
gte-gtt 5.8 3.3 0 0
gta-gte 0 0 0 4.2

Lysine K aag-aaa 3.8 1.3 4.1 4.2
Phenylalanine F tte-ttt 0 3.9 8.2 0

Alanine A geg-gea 0 8.5 0 0
get-gee 0 2.6 8.2 0
get-geg 0 0 0 2.1

Asparagine N aat-aac 0 3.3 6.1 0
Tyrosine y tat-tae 0 4.6 0 0
Histidine H eat-eae 0 0.7 0 0
Aspartate D gat-gae 0 2.6 2.0 20.8
Arginine R agg-aga 0 2.6 2.0 4.2

egt-cgc 0 0 0 8.3

Total codon no. 146 503 142 201
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aNote that only 146 out of a possible 371 codons of the p40 protein for all six species were
available from the genbank database.

The intra-virus species comparison (Table 3.1b) indicated that the p57 glycoprotein had a higher

percentage of synonymous substitution (both transition and transversion) than the other proteins,

followed by the p40 nucleoprotein and the p24 phosphoprotein. The gp18 matrix protein when

compared with Table 3.1a displayed a lower synonymous substitution frequency.

Table 3.tb Comparison of the total number of synonymous substitutions (%) occurring in

codons of three BDV strains (V, He, RW98) and their respective p40 nucleoprotein,

p57 glycoprotein, gp18 matrix protein and p24 phosphoprotein. Transition (a-g, c-t)

and transversion (a-c, a-t, g-c, or g-t) nucleotide substitutions are indicated in blue

and red, respectively.

CodonName Codon symbol and Total % of nucleotide base changes per codon
nucleotide sequence

mutation p40 p57 gpl8 p24 plO

Serine S tee-tet 1.9 0.4 1.4 0 0
tee-tea 0 0 0 1.0 0
teg-tea 0.5 0.4 0 0 0
age-agt 0.5 2.6 0 0 2.2
teg-tet 0 0.5 0 0 0

Leucine L etg-ttg 0.5 0.4 1.4 1.0 0
ete-ett 0.5 1.2 0 1.5 0
eta-etg 0.5 0.8 1.4 2.0 0
eta-tta 0.5 2.2 0 1.0 2.2
eta-ttg 0 0 0 0 0
etg-ett 0.5 0 0 0 0
eta-ett 0 0.4 0 1.5 0
tta-etg 0 0.4 0 0 0
eta-ete 0 0 0 0.5 0

Glycine G gga-ggg 1.9 1.2 0.7 1.0 0
gge-ggt 0 0 1.4 1.0 0
gge-gga 0 0.2 0 0 0
gge-ggg 0 0.2 0 0 1.1

Threonine T aeg-aea 1.4 2.0 0 0 0
ace-act 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.0 0
aee-aea 0 0.8 0 0 0
aeg-aet 0 0 0 0 0

Isoleucine I ata-att 0.3 0 0 0 0
ate-att 1.6 0.8 1.4 2.0 0
ate-ata 0.5 0.4 0 0 0

Glutamate E gag-gaa 2.2 1.1 1.4 1.0 0
Proline p eea-eeg 0 0 1.4 0 0

eee-eet 1.9 1.0 0 0 0
eeg-eet 0 0.4 0 0 0

Glutamine Q eag-eaa 0.5 1.6 0 1.0 0
Cysteine C tgt-tge 0.5 0.4 0 1.0 0

V gtt-gtg 0 0 1.0 0
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Valine gta-gtg 0 0.4 1.4 0 0
gte-gtt 1.1 0.4 0 1.0 0
gta-gte 0 0 0 0 0
gta-gtt 0 0.4 0 0 0

K aag-aaa 2.4 0.4 0 0 0
Lysine F tte-ttt 1.6 2.0 3.5 0 0

Phenylalanine A geg-gea 1.9 2.4 4.2 1.0 0
Alanine get-gee 1.1 0.8 0 0 0

get-geg 0 0 1.4 0 0
N aat-aae 0.5 0 0 0 0

Asparagine y tat-tae 0 0.6 1.4 0 0
Tyrosine H eat-eae 0.5 0.4 0 0 0
Histidine D gat-gae 2.2 2.2 1.4 2.3 0
Aspartate R agg-aga 0.3 0.2 0 1.0 0
Arginine egt-ege 0.5 0 1.4 1.0 0

agg-egg 0.3 0 0 0 0
ega-egg 0.5 0 0 0 0
agg-egg 0.3 0 0 0 0
ega-aga 0 0 0 0 2.2

0
Total no of 371 503 201 89
codons 142

2. Results of the non-synonymous substitutions analysis

The frequency of non-synonymous (amino acid change) substitutions and the corresponding codon

change from the pairwise inter-species (Feline, Canine, Ovine, Human and Assine) protein

comparison with the BDV V strain and the intra-species (BDV V, RW98, BDV He) virus protein

sequence comparison is displayed in table 3.2a and table 3.2b respectively.

The intra-species (virus) analysis (Table 3.2a) indicated that in contrast to Table 3.1a more codons

exhibited a transversion substitution (a-c, a-t, g-c, or g-t) with a higher occurrence of fIrst and

second position substitutions. Examples of the first position substitution were Thr -7 Ser (ace-tee)

and of the second position substitution Asp -7 Ala (gae-gee). The p5? glycoprotein had the highest

number of codon substitutions (43) (Table 3.2a), followed by the p24 phosphoprotein which had 14

substitutions. In addition several codons had mutated either from a hydrophilic to hydrophobic

codon or from a hydrophobic codon to a hydrophilic codon. Examples of the former are Cys -7

Ser (1 codon) and of the latter are Thr -7 Ala (9 codons), His -7 Ala (4 codons), Ser -7 Ala (1

codon), Asp -7 Ala (1 codon).
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Table 3.2a Comparison of the total number ofnon-synonymous substitutions occurring in

protein codons of six species. Borna disease virus strain V proteins were compared

with Feline, Canine, Ovine, Human and Assine protein sequences respectively. The

p40 nucleoprotein, pS? glycoprotein, gp18 matrix protein and p24 phosphoprotein

were compared, Transition (a-g, c-t) and transversion (a-c, a-t, g-c, or g-t) nucleotide

substitutions are indicated in blue and red, respectively.

Codon Mutation Nucleotide sequences Total % of nucleotide base changes per codon
mutation

p40 p57 gp18 p24

T-A aeg-geg 0 3 0 1
aea-gee 0 1 0 0
aeg-get 0 1 0 1
ace-gee 0 4 0 0

S-G age-gge 0 2 0 0
S-L teg-etg 0 0 0 3

tee-ctg 0 0 0 1
P-L cct-ctt 0 4 0 0

eea-eta 0 0 0 1
L-E ega-gaa 0 0 0 1
I-V att-gte 0 3 0 0

ate-gte 1 0 0 4
C-S tge-agc 0 1 0 0
T-S ace-tee 0 2 0 0
E-Q gag-eag 0 1 0 0
E-D gaa-gea 0 0 1 0
E-V gag-gtg 0 0 0 1
H-A eae-cat 0 4 0 0
R-K agg-aaa 0 1 0 0

agg-aag 0 1 0 0
S-A tea-gea 0 1 0 0
C-Y tgc-tac 0 1 0 0
K-E aag-gag 0 2 0 0
S-N agt-aat 0 1 0 0
D-A gat-get 0 1 0 0

gae-gee 0 0 0 1
D-V gat-gtc 0 0 0 1
Y-H tac-eae 0 1 0 1
A-V gea-gta 0 4 0 2

gee-gte 0 4 0 0
P-D cce-gae 0 0 0 1
P-S tcg-ctg 0 0 0 1

The intra-species analysis (Table 3.2b) indicated that the pS? glycoprotein had the highest number

of codon substitutions (32), followed by the plO X protein (10) and the p24 phosphoprotein (6). In

contrast to the inter-species analysis (Table 3.1a) there were considerably fewer non-synonymous

mutations among the individual proteins with a lower occurrence of first and second position

substitutions.
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Table 3.2b Comparison of the total number ofnon-synonymous substitutions of three BDV virus

strains 01, He, and RW98) and their respective p40 nucleoprotein, p5? glycoprotein,

gpl8 matrix protein and p24 phosphoprotein. Transition (a-g, c-t) and transversion

(a-c, a-t, g-c, or g-t) nucleotide substitutions are indicated in blue and red,

respectively.

Codon mutation Nucleotide sequence Total % of nucleotide base changes per codon
mutation

p40 p57 gpl8 p24 plO

T-A aeg-geg 0 1 0 2 0

agt-ggt 0 0 0 0 2

S-F tet-ttt 0 2 0 0 0

P-L eet-ett 0 5 0 0 0

I-V ate-gte 0 2 0 2 2

att-gtt 0 2 0 0 0

I-T att-ata 1 0 0 0 0

att-aet 0 0 0 0 2

ate-ace 0 0 0 0 1

E-D gaa-gat 2 0 0 0 0

gaa-gae 0 0 2 0 0

agg-aag 0 1 0 0 0

aga-aaa 2 4 0 0 0

aga-agg 0 1 0 0 0

R-Q eag-egg 0 2 0 2 0

R-G ega-gga 0 0 0 0 0

S-G age-gge 0 1 0 0 0

D-G gat-ggt 0 0 0 0 2

A-V gea-gta 0 2 0 0 0
gee-gte 0 2 0 0 0

A-G geg-ggg 0 0 0 0 1

P-S teg-etg 0 2 0 0 0
V-G gtt-ggt 0 2 0 0 0

V-M gtg-atg 0 2 0 0 0
Q-G ggt-gge 0 1 0 0 0

3. Transition/Transversion (TS) ratio results

The TransitionlTransversion ratio results (Table 3.3a and Table 3.3b) represent a comparative

pairwise protein analysis of the BDV V strain with inter-species (Feline, Canine, Sheep, Assine and

Human) sequences (Table 3.3a) and intra-species sequences (BDV V, He, and RW98) (Table

3.3b) respectively. The data were obtained from Tables 3.1a, 3.1b, 3.2a and 3.2b respectively. The

transition/transversion ratio (TS) was calculated by dividing the number of transitions by the

number of transversions. Transition referred to the frequency of a nucleotide base substitution (a-g
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or c-t) whereas transversion referred to a nucleotide base substitution that changed the ring

structure, for example a-c, a-t, g-c, g-t.

The p57 glycoprotein in general displayed the highest TS ratio for all five host species (fable

3.3a), followed by the p24 phosphoprotein and the p40 nucleoprotein. The human strain exhibited

the lowest TS ratio and the gpl8 matrix protein displayed the lowest overall TS ratio across all

species.

Table 3.3a The Transitionrrransversion ratio (fS) as a result of pairwise protein comparison

between the BOV V strain p57 glycoprotein, gpl8 matrix protein, p24

phosphoprotein and p40 nucleoprotein and the corresponding Feline, Canine, Sheep,

Assine and Human protein sequences.

TS ratio (%) of BDV proteins
Host Species pS7 gp18 p24 p40

Feline 7.33 0 3 0

Canine 4.40 0 4.1 12

Ovine 7.25 0 3.3 13

Assine 8.8 0 9.0 8.5

Human 0 1 8 0

The intra-species comparison (fable 3.3b) displayed a high TS ratio for the BOV HE and BOV

RW98 strain p40 protein (18.5%), with the gpl8 matrix protein and plO X protein in general

exhibiting the lowest TS ratio for all virus strains.
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Table 3.3b The Transition/Transversion ratio (fS) as a result ofpairwise BDV p57 glycoprotein,

gpl8 matrix protein, p24 phosphoprotein, p40 nucleoprotein and plO virus strain

protein comparison.

TS ratio (%) of BDV proteins
Strain pS7 p40 p24 gpl8 plO

BDV HE-BDV RW98 7.25 18.5 5.67 5.67 2

BDV V - BDV He 11.4 7 7.5 7.5 6

BDV V- BDV RW98 10.8 9.66 5.67 5.67 4

4. Synonymous and non-synonymous mutation rate results

The synonymous and non-synonymous mutation rate results (fable 3.4a and Table 3Ab) reflected

the number of synonymous (silent mutations) and non-synonymous (amino acid changes)

substitutions obtained through a comparative pairwise analysis of the BDV V strain proteins with

inter-species (Feline, Canine, Sheep, Assine and Human) protein sequences and intra-species

sequences (BDV V, BDV He, BDV RW98) respectively. The BDV p57 glycoprotein, gpl8 matrix

protein, p24 phosphoprotein, p40 nucleoprotein and plO X protein were analysed. The synonymous

and non-synonymous substitution mutation rate was calculated according to a formula developed

by Ina, (1995), which is detailed in section 2.3.2.

In general the non-synonymous and synonymous mutation rate was very low for all proteins (fable

3.4a). However, the p57 glycoprotein had the highest overall mutation rate followed by the gpl8

matrix protein. The human strain had the lowest mutation rate for all proteins.
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Table 3.4a Number of synonymous (ds) and non-synonymous (dn) substitutions per site

obtained through BDV V strain protein pairwise inter-species (Feline, Canine,

Sheep, Assine and Human) comparison, calculated according to Ina's, (1995)

method. The p40 nucleoprotein, p57 glycoprotein, gpI8 matrix protein and p24

phosphoprotein were compared

Species pS7 gp18 p24 p40

Feline ds 0.04 a (8.7x10-5
) 0.05 (0.0004) 0.04 (0.0002) 0.05 (0.0003)

dn 0.006 (5.9x10-6 ) 0 0.01 (1. 4x10-5 ) 0

Canine ds 0.09 (2.2x10-4 ) 0.1 (0.0009) 0.01 (0.0006) 0.092 (0.0007)

dn 0.012 (1. 2x10-5 ) 0 0.01 (3.1x10-5 ) 0

Ovine ds 0.113 (2.8x10- 4 ) 0.11 (0.001) 0.045 (0.0003) 0.1 (0.0008)

dn 0.016 (1.6x10-5 ) 0 0.01 (2.7x10-5 ) 0

Assine ds 0.115 (2.9x10-4 ) 0.10 (0.0009) 0.085 (0.0005) 0.13 (0.0011)

dn 0.008 (7.8x10-6 ) 0 0.11 (1. 6x10-5 ) 0.003(1.lx10-5
)

Human ds 0.004 (6.9x10-B) 0.007 (5.0x10-5
) 0.118 (9. 5x10-5 ) 0

dn 0.002 (1.9x10-6
) 0.0009 (7. 8x10-7

) o. 016 (4 . 0x 1 0 -5 ) 0.003 (1. 2x10-5
)

aNumbers in brackets refer to standard deviations calculated according to Ina's (1995)
method for estimating the number of synonymous and non-synonymous mutations.

The non-synonymous and synonymous mutation rates (Table 3.4b) were in general higher than the

mutation rates displayed in Table 3.4a. The pS7 glycoprotein displayed the highest ds and dn

mutation rates followed by the p40 nucleoprotein.
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Table 3Ab Number of synonymous (ds) and non-synonymous (ds) substitutions per site obtained

through a BDV strain (V, He, RW98) pairwise comparison (Ina, 1995). The p40

nucleoprotein, p57 glycoprotein, gpl8 matrix protein, plO X protein and p24

phosphoprotein were compared

Strain
Protein

BDV He-BDV RW98 BDVV-He BDV V-BDV RW98

p57 ds 0.12 a (0.00030) 0.114 (0.00003) 0.1106 (0.00028)
dn 0.012 (1. 29 X 10-5

) 0.0099 (9.88 X 10- 6
) 0.0099 (9.37 X 10-5

)

gp18 ds 0.0092 (6.5 X 10-5
) 0.1177 (0.0011) 0.083 (6.93 X 10-4

)

dn 0 0.0035 (1.26 X 10-5
) 0.0035 (1.26 X 10-5

)

p24 ds 0.1038 (0.00047) 0.071 (0.00041) 0.104 (6.19 X 10-4
)

dn 0.00494 (1.22 X 10-5
) 0.0099 (2.47 X 10-5

) 0.0049 (1. 23 X 10-5
)

p40 ds 0.1078 (3.4 X 10-4 ) 0.1325 (4.32 X 10-4 ) 0.0862 (2.59 X 10-4
)

dn 0.0014 (1. 9 X 10-6 ) 0.0028 (3.84 X 10-6 ) 0.0014 (1. 91 X 10-6 )

plO ds 0.0304 (3.16 X 10-4
) 0.0307 (3.10 X 10-4 ) 0.0203 (2.07 X 10-4 )

dn 0.0183 (1.14 X 10-4
) 0.0245 (1.50 X 10-4 ) 0.0183 (1.14 X 10-4 )

3Numbers in brackets refer to standard deviations calculated according to Ina's (1995)
method for estimating the number of synonymous and non-synonymous mutations.

3.3.2 Results of the Analysis of the Mode of evolution of BDV Host proteins (lnter

Species) and BDV Strain (Intra-Species) Proteins

The results detailed in this section represent the results of an evolutionary analysis. A simple

Poisson model of synonymous substitution was applied to the BDV V strain glycoprotein,

phosphoprotein, matrix and nucleoprotein and various host strains (Feline, Canine, Sheep, Assine

and Human), (Figure 3.8). The same model was applied to three BDV strains (BDV V,' He and

RW98) and their proteins, (Figure 3.9). The raw data was converted from Table 3.Ia and Table

3.Ib by converting the percentages displayed in Tables 3.3a and 3.3b to the original values. The

average synonymous substitutions for 1st (for example ctg -7 ttg) and 3rd (atg -7 ata) codon

positions combined are indicated in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 respectively. The site distributions

were compared using a Chi-square test and if the expected synonymous distribution was found to

differ from the observed distribution it was concluded that the actual process of synonymous

substitution was not homogenous and independent over all sites and therefore not neutral in nature.
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The inter-species evolutionary analysis (Figure 3.8) indicated that all the proteins displayed a

probability higher than 50% that the observed results differed from the expected, for example the

pattern of distribution of synonymous substitution was not neutral. The glycoprotein exhibited the

highest probability with 97%.

In the intra-species evolutionary analysis (Figure 3.9) the glycoprotein, nucleoprotein and X protein

displayed a probability higher than 50% that the observed results differed from the expected, for

example the pattern of distribution of synonymous substitution was not neutral, whereas the

phosphoprotein and matrix protein displayed a probability less than 50% that the observed results

differed from the expected, for example the distribution of synonymous substitution followed a neutral

pattern.
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Figure 3.8 Graphical illustration of the Poisson model of synonymous substitution calculated from the BDV glycoprotein, phosphoprotein,

matrix protein and nucleoprotein. The Borna disease virus strain V proteins were compared with various host (Feline, Canine, Sheep,

Assine and Human) strain proteins. The y-axis is the number of codons that have incurred the number of synonymous changes

indicated on the x-axis, at 1si and 3rd position sites. Results of chi-squared goodness of fit tests are indicated.
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Figure 3.9 Graphical illustration of the Poisson model of synonymous substitution calculated from the glycoprotein, phosphoprotein, matrix

protein, nucleoprotein and X protein of three Borna disease virus (V, He, RW98) strains. The y-axis is the number of codons that

have incurred the number of synonymous changes indicated on the x-axis, at 1st and 3rd position sites. Results of chi-squared

goodness of fit tests are indicated.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

RNA viruses are a diverse group that infect prokaryotes as well as many eukaryotes, both plants

and animals. Viral fitness, or ability to replicate infectious progeny, can vary a million-fold within

short time intervals. Paradoxically, functional and structural studies suggest extreme limitations to

virus variation. A hallmark of RNA genomes is the error-prone nature of their replication and retro

transcription. The major biochemical basis of the limited replication fidelity is the absence of

proofreading/repair and post replicative error correction mechanisms that normally operate during

replication of cellular DNA. In spite of this unique feature of RNA replicons, the dynamics ofviral

populations seem to follow the same basic principles that classical population genetics has

established for higher organisms.

The advents of various RNA virus sequencing projects have brought about the possibility of a more

accurate classification of these viruses into various orders and families. The negative stranded virus

field (order Mononegavirales) is one area in the RNA virus family that still required investigation

and a more accurate classification. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to adequately classify

the newest member of the Mononegavirales, the Bornaviridae, and to evaluate the evolutionary

trend in the form of mutation rates of various Boma disease virus proteins. The Bomaviridae

family was chosen as (1) there are a number ofareas involving the BDV proteins that is puzzling to

investigators in this field, (2) an adequate classification of the Bomaviridae would shed some light

on the evolutionary relationship of the Bomaviridae to other RNA negative stranded viruses, (3)

this is the first time that the evolutionary trend ofthe Boma disease virus has been examined.
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4.2 BORNAVIRIDAE CLASSIFICATION

4.2.1 Polymerase motifs of the Mononegavirales

The Clustal X alignment analysis of the polymerase protein of 27 RNA negative stranded viral

species indicated seven distinct blocks of amino acid residues. These blocks can be considered as

extensively conserved motifs. In the case of the Borna disease vinLS (BDV) polymerase, these

motifs were previously named as motifs i-IV (originally designated A, B, C and D) (Briese et al.,

1994) and v and vi, identified in this investigation. Several amino acid residues of these motifs

were strictly conserved, seven amino acids in the case of motif i, two for motif I, four for IT, three

for III (which is part of the well known GDN motif), two for IV, four for v and two for vi.

The presence of motif v and vi was confirmed by two different alignment programs DIAUGN and

MEME. The DIAUGN alignment indicated that several more residueswere conserved in motif v

and vi, than in the alignment generated by Clustal X which may be due to the fact that Clustal X

utilized more discriminatory multiple alignment parameters. Furthermore, DIAllGN has been

shown to return high scoring fragments that are highly correlated to exons in genomic sequences

and not to coincide with protein-coding regions that have structural relevance, (Morgenstern et al.,

2002). Although the presence ofmotif v and vi was confirmed with DIAUGN it was not possible to

distinguish highly conserved structural residues from non-functional conserved residues, as the

.evolutionary distance between the compared species may have been too close (Morgenstern et al.,

2002). The MEME alignment, based on a hidden markov model, confirmed the presence of motif v

and vi in the BDV V polymerase protein with a high probability.

The functions of the motifs have not been clearly defined. However, the presence of a strongly

conserved lysine residue in motif I confirms the speculation that this region could be a template

binding site (Briese et aI., 1994) as this amino acid is important for DNA phosphate interaction

(Heringa and Argos, 1994). The strongly conserved GDN residues in motif III suggest the

possibility of a common ancestral fold in the non-segmented RNA viruses, as the aspartate and

asparagine residues are involved in catalysis or metal binding and can therefore be considered as

the catalytic sub-domain (Heringa and Argos, 1994). The functions of the other motifs are rather

speculative. However, the presence of two very strongly conserved lysine residues in motif IV is

indicative of a strongly phosphorylative action, which may be involved in phosphorylation of the

polymerase protein co-factor p24 phosphoprotein which has been shown to bind to the polymerase

protein. (Schwemmle et al., 1998).
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Motifs v and vi, identified in this investigation, revealed pronounced conservation, more

specifically in motif v, which contradicts the results of Briese et al., (1994). This discrepancy may

be due to the fact that (I) the present analysis, unlike the previous analysis, dealt with the full

complement of viral polymerases, possibly allowing for more precise identification of the

conserved motifs and., (2) more discriminating software programmes were used to generate the

alignment. The function of these domains remains speculative. However, alignment results in this

investigation have demonstrated that the p40 nucleoprotein nuclear localization signal aligns to a

region between motifs IV and vi of the polymerase protein of BDV and Rabies virus, which

suggests that p40 may be involved with the co-transport to the nucleus with another protein and

therefore acts as an activator for infection and replication. Previous research by McClure et al.,

(1992) demonstrated that the Rhabodvints and Paramyxovints p40 nucleoprotein had two

homologous domains. It is speculated that the BDV p40 nucleoprotein similarly contains two

domains, one of which contains the nuclear localization signal acting as a mechanism through

which the nucleoprotein moves in the nucleus (Kobayashi et al., 1997; Pyper and Gartner, 1997).

The interaction of the BDV p40 nucleoprotein localization signal with the BDV polymerase protein

has been confirmed in this investigation.

4.2.2 Taxonomic status of the Borna disease virus

A phylogenetic analysis of 27 RNA polymerase virus sequences undertaken in this investigation to

obtain a better understanding of the status of the Bornaviridae family clearly supports a different

BDV classification. The overall phylogenetic scheme conformed to the splitting of all negative

stranded RNA viral polymerases into non-segmented and segmented viral polymerases, as

proposed by Goldbach and Haan, (1994). A bootstrap analysis related the Borna disease virus

strain V and He to the family Rhabdoviridae, which was also supported by a neighbour joining

analysis. These results further indicated that the Rabies virus and the Vesicular stomatitis virus are

the most closely related animal viruses to BDV, whereas the Rice transitory yellOWing (RTY)

(unclassified RhabdovintS) and Sonchus yellow net (SYNV) plant virus are closer to BDV than

other animal Rhabdoviridae, such as Viral haemorrhagic septicaemia (VHS), raising intriguing

questions on the evolutionary origins of the Borna disease vinlS.

The phylogenetic analysis by means of the neighbour joining and the parsimony tree building

methods of this investigation has for the most part conformed to the family and subfamily

classification of the order MononegaviraIes. However, some intriguing deviations have been

detected. One of which is that the Borna virus does not fall into a separate Bornaviridae family but

may be more appropriately placed into a separate subfamily in the family Rhabdoviridae. The fact
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that both the parsimony and the neighbour joining bootstrap analyses, which are reliant on two

different algorithms, produced similar results although with a different percentage, indicated the

reliability and validity of this result. The slight discrepancy observed in the neighbour joining tree

and the parsimony tree building method can be attributed to two very different algorithms. The

parsimony method has been described as the more accurate tree building method (Felsenstein,

1993) as it builds the tree at a slower rate allowing the option of global rearrangement, which

provides a better method of finding the most accurate tree possible, whereas the neighbour joining

method finds the nearest pair of neighbouring sequences in the shortest amount of time, allowing

for a "quick" method to confirm results.

Other points relevant to the classification of the Bomaviridae as part of the Rhabdoviridae family

may be that (1) the p40 nucleoprotein of the Boma disease virus is homologous to domains of both

the Rabies virus and the BOV polymerase proteins; (2) a similar mode of dissemination for the

Rabies virus and BOV along neuronal chains, utilizing natural connections of neurons compatible

with a synaptic transfer of these viruses (Gosztonyi et al., 1993); (3) the ability of the Rabies virus

nucleoprotein to bind to BOV polymerase protein and (4) the multifarious species infection

capability ofboth the Rabies virus and the Boma disease virus protein.

4.3 EVOLUTIONARY PATTERN OF THE BORNA DISEASE VIRUS

Comparison of synonymous (silent) and non-synonymous (amino acid change) substitution rates

provides an important method for studying the mechanisms and patterns of ONA sequence

evolution (Kimura, 1983; Gillespie, 1991; Ohta, 1993) and enables the establishment of

evolutionary models, which indicate whether proteins are under positive or neutral selection.

Positive or directed selection on protein variants could arise during the course of an infection as a

result of specific immune responses and be transmitted to immunologically naive individuals, as a

mechanism for resistance to super-infection

In this first attempt to clariry the evolutionary pattern of the Boma disease virus a model of

evolutionary analysis was created to identifY the evolutionary trend of the BOV proteins that were

examined. This in turn served to identify the proteins that are subject to positive and neutral

selection in both host (Feline, Canine, Ovine, Assine and Human) and virus (BOV V, He and

RW98) protein sequences, which may help clarify and enhance the lack of current knowledge

relating to species infection and the epidemiological nature of the virus and whether the virus is

subject to super infection interference.
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4.3.1 Evolutionary trend of BDV proteins

1. Synonymous nucleotide substitution trend

In this investigation an inter-species (Feline, Canine, Ovine, Assine and Human) and intra-species

(BOV V, He and RW98) analysis revealed that the p57 glycoprotein for both analyses displayed a

high frequency of synonymous nucleotide substitutions followed by the p24 phosphoprotein and

the p40 nucleoprotein. It was expected that the p57 glycoprotein due to its polycistronic

transcription (Schneemann et aI., 1995; Schwemmle et al., 1998) should display the most diversity

of codon substitutions. The nucleoprotein and phosphoprotein, which exhibited monocistronic

transcription (Schneemann et al., 1995; Schwemmle et aI., 1998), had a high number of

synonymous substitutions, which makes the higher percentage of synonymous substitutions

exhibited by certain codons in these two proteins more significant.

The varied results may be explained as follows: The host BOV sequences were all obtained from

animals that displayed the characteristics of a fatal and lethal BOV infection, whereas the BOV

virus strains, with the exception of the BOV V strain have not been shown to be lethal or

particularly virulent, allowing more insignificant nucleotide substitutions to take place. Further

research and sequence data ofboth host and virus strains are needed.

2. Non-synonymous nucleotide substitution trend

The non-synonymous nucleotide base substitutions reflect that the p57 glycoprotein in both the

inter-species host strain comparison and BOV intra-species virus strain comparison exhibits most

of these substitutions, 21 and 15 respectively, indicating a non-random pattern of codon

substitution. It can be assumed that the BOV glycoprotein nucleotide substitution observed in this

study is not independent, and therefore illustrates an example of directed or positive evolution

among different species that may have disparate cell metabolic and physiochemical environments.

Of the 21 codon substitutions several codons have mutated either from a hydrophilic to

hydrophobic codon or from a hydrophobic codon to a hydrophilic codon. It is noticeable that a

large number of codons were transformed into alanine. Replacements involving alanine, which is

the Beta carbon contained in all of the other amino acids in isolation, may be more frequent in the

short term rather than the long term. Therefore alanine may act as an intermediate replacement in a

stepwise transition between side chains resulting in amino acid mutations (Kyte, 1995). The only

other protein that exhibited a high number ofnon-synonymous mutations is the p24 protein with 14

substitutions in the host sequence analysis and four substitutions in the virus sequence analysis.
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The plO X protein as evidenced in the virus strain protein analysis exhibited a high number of

substitutions as well. Unfortunately at the time of analysis no sequences for a plO protein inter

species comparison were available.

3. Synonymous and non-synonymous mutation rate

The synonymous (ds) and non-synonymous (dn) mutation rate for both the host protein sequence

and the virus protein sequence analysis was quite low, which may be a feature caused by

overlapping transcription domains (Haydon et al., 1998). The gp18 matrix protein in the host

sequence analysis displayed one of the highest synonymous mutation rates and the lowest non

synonymous mutation rate. This is in contrast to the virus sequence analysis, which displayed a

lower synonymous mutation rate and a higher non-synonymous mutation rate for the matrix

protein.

These results may be interpreted as follows: The gp18 matrix protein exhibits a similar

polycistronic transcriptional activity to the p57 glycoprotein and is presumed to have an antigenic

function which is ubiquitous across species. Significant antigenic diversification has been shown

to arise even as a result of single synonymous point mutations (Mateu et al., 1990, Martinez et al.,

1991) and thus in light of the high mutation rate characteristic of the RNA viruses it is likely that a

generation of substantial antigenic variability may arise. The adaptive significance of this may be

related to a super-infection hypothesis.

Antigenic variation may be of adaptive value for two reasons: Firstly, antigenic variation generated

over a course of synonymous or non-synonymous substitution may prolong or intensify a single

infection, thereby resulting in greater transmission potential from infected animals. Secondly,

sufficiently distinct strains might be capable of more rapid reinfection of hosts with some previous

experience of related antigen, thereby effectively increasing the susceptible host population size.

Due to the immunogenic nature of virus capsids it is inevitable that point (synonymous) mutations

to genes encoding the capsid will result in antigenic variation; this has been repeatedly

demonstrated (Klupp et al., 1998). Such a variation seems to be subject to positive selection in

BDV, which is supported by the results displayed in comparison of three BDV virus strains. The

gp18 matrix protein does not exhibit a directed evolution pattern; rather it conforms to a neutral

theory of evolution. This may be a result of lower species infection variability, for example cell

culture created strains, which may curtail antigenic variability as explained above.
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4. Evolutionary model

To confirm which proteins exhibited a positive or neutral evolutionary trend a model of

evolutionary analysis was created. Various protein sequences were investigated by examining

whether the observed 1st and 3rd codon position sites of individual BDV host protein and virus

strain protein sequences received identifiable synonymous substitutions. This information was used

to determine whether the observed frequency distribution was consistent with that expected from a

Poisson (neutral evolution) distribution or a positive selection of proteins.

The results of the host protein sequence analysis of BDV proteins, found that all the BDV host

proteins investigated displayed a directed and positive evolution pattern. The proteins that

exhibited the highest pattern of non-random substitution are the p57 as follows: p57 (97%), p24

(77.5%), gp18 (74.8%), and p40 (72 %). This may be a demonstration that the super infection

hypothesis resulted in positive selection of variants.

Super-infection interference was originally described for avian retroviruses (Steck and Rubin,

1966; Temin and Kassner, 1975) and was later also found to affect most noncytolytic (non

destruction of infected cells), mammalian retroviruses (Weiss et al., 1985). This phenomenon has

also been described for other viruses, including noncytolytic variants of foot-and-mouth disease

virus (de la Torre et al., 1985) and measles virus (Fernandez and Celma, 1992). The mechanisms of

these restriction phenomena have not yet been elucidated.

A recent study by Formella et al., (2000) gives credence to the super-infection hypothesis as in

their study the Borna disease virus was exposed to a bottle neck situation in which the virus

content of a single persistently infected cell was allowed to spread in uninfected cell cultures.

Various virus variants were created as a result. This supports the theoretical results obtained in this

study. As BDV is noncytolytic, (Schwemmle et al., 1998) and as it has no growth inhibitory effect

on persistently infected cells, resistance to super-infection generates an ideal ecological niche for

resident viruses to produce progeny without competition by genetically distinct viruses entering the

cell from outside.

The results of the BDV inter-species protein analysis are in considerable contrast to the results

displayed by the intra-species (virus) strain protein sequence. In contrast to the inter-species

sequence analysis only the p57 glycoprotein, p40 nucleoprotein and plO X proteins exhibit a

pattern ofnon random evolution. These contrasting results can be interpreted as follows:
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The positive selection of the proteins displayed in the intra-species (virus) sequence analysis may

be a result of a pattern of nucleotide substitution that is physio-chemically conservative.

Conservation may be evident in volume, polarity, hydrophilicity, or molecular weight of amino

acids, depending presumably on the exact nature of the structural conte>..1 of residue positions

(Haydon et al., 1998, 2001). Furthermore, as these strains were not obtained from different host

species there is no reason for the antigenic variety, which may eXlllain why the gp18 matrix protein

in the virus strain protein sequence analysis conforms to a neutral theory of evolution.

In general it is not surprising that the p57 glycoprotein exhibits a positive mode of evolution in

both the host species and virus species comparison, which may be directly linked to its

glycoprotein function. The glycoprotein in BDV is involved in membrane fusion activity, which

allows the entry of enveloped viruses into animal cells, and the polycistronic ability of the

glycoprotein enables expression of two products which are 84 kDa and 43 kDa in size (Gonzalez

Dunia et al., 1997a; 1998).

The evolutionary investigation in this study was the first time that such a study had been done

involving the Borna disease virus. At the time of investigation not enough sequences were

available to perform a comparative inter- and intra- species analysis of the polymerase protein and

all X proteins, which may shed some light on intriguing strain deviations in transcription and

replication; in particular as it has recently been discovered that the plO X protein may play a role in

nuclear localization of BDV proteins (Wolf!, 2002). Intriguing results have been detected from tlus

study, which is supported by recent laboratory studies indicating that a theoretical analytical

approach has merit and presents a basis for further analysis ofRNA negative stranded viruses.

4.4 FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN PHYLOGENETIC AND EVOLUTIONARY

ANALYSIS

The present study has demonstrated that there are several differences from the previous

Bornaviridae classification (Briese et al., 1994). The results indicate that Bornaviridae should not

be classified as separate fantily; it should rather be classifiedas a subfamily of the Rhabdoviridae.

Furthermore, two additional motifs were discovered which have some relevance to the biological

properties of the Borna disease virus. Future studies may utilize this discovery to generate three

dimensional motifs of the polymerase protein. This in conjunction with the development of three

dimensional protein models of other BDV proteins would enable a 3D co-localization of various

proteins to confirm interaction patterns of the Borna disease virus which have been difficult to
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trace with nonnal in vitro molecular methods, thereby enhancing research efforts in this field and

may subsequently provide a mechanism to trace the entry pathway of this disease

A recent study (Nowotny et al.. 2000) has indicated that methods previously used to detect the

Borna disease virus may have only been partially successful, as novel subtypes may exist, which

escape detection by currently used RT-PCR protocols. The new findings imply that previous

studies, which relied on RT-PCR teclmology, might have underestimated the true prevalence rates

of human and animal BDV infections and might also have missed etiological correlations between

BDV infection and certain neuropsychiatric disorders. The isolation of a BDV with a highly variant

genome disproves the general opinion of high sequence conservation of all BDV genomes; the

possibility that further, yet unidentified, BDV subtypes do exist should be seriously considered

Should this be the case, then methods of evaluating the evolutionary nature of BDV as used in the

above study maybecome even more vital as BDV may have a serious epidemiological impact.

In addition, as more RNA negative stranded virus data becomes available, including a complete

BDV genome from a human isolate, an evolutionary comparison using the method utilized above

to investigate the evolutionary nature ofall RNA negative stranded viruses would be possible. Such

an investigation would enhance the current phylogenetic analysis perfonned in tlns study and

although extremely labour intensive as a result of the length of sequence data, would shed light on

some puzzling aspects of the overall nature of RNA evolution, and would indicate just how many

RNA negative viruses conform to the super-infection hypothesis described above.

In future, additional methods of evolutionary analysis, such as estimation of synonymous and non

synonymous mutation rates, may be utilized to exanline the pattern of evolution of RNA negative

stranded viruses in general, as this may aid in determining which codons are responsible for some

of the significant antigenic effects observed in RNA viruses. As the field of negative stranded

viruses encompasses some of the most dangerous viruses known to mankind such an analysis

would offer a considerable breakthrough with regard to vaccine development. The investigation of

individual proteins and their codons and establishing which proteins are subject to positive

selection and are generating antigenic virulent products would open up a fountain of knowledge

currently not available.
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